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Introduction

This teaching guide has been written to provide a resource for teachers that will
make their teaching more effective, interesting, easy, and enjoyable for them and
for their leaners.
The goal of this guide is to provide instructional tools in line with the National
Curriculum of Pakistan 2006, and it will be useful for teachers of students in
grade 5. It presents a teaching approach that encourages the active participation
and involvement of students in the learning process, with an appropriate balance
between thinking and hands-on activities. Sometimes students will be engaged
in discussion, and if teachers use questioning effectively, it can improve their
students’ thinking and communication skills.
To make the guide user-friendly, simple step by step instructions are provided.
Each unit plan starts with a list of teaching objectives, key vocabulary, and a
materials list. A total number of periods is also suggested for each unit, but the
amount of time needed to complete each unit or activity may vary according to
its degree of difficulty and the abilities and skills of the students. Teachers can
adjust the times to suit their particular needs and context. Advanced preparation
and clear instructions by teachers will help to minimize classroom management
problems.
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One of the very important features of this teaching guide is that it promotes the
effective use of the textbook in the classroom. All reading activities are based
on the textbook. To avoid the traditional use of the textbook, the guide suggests
interesting reading activities followed by questions and discussion sessions.
Illustrations in the book are also used as a teaching tool. These activities teach
the students to value and respect the textbook.
All materials suggested for the activities should be easily available at low/no cost:
alternative materials can be substituted if necessary.
Each lesson plan consists of three parts.
1. Motivational activity
Each lesson begins with a motivational activity. This is a short introduction to the
topic and should take only 5–10 minutes. The purpose of this activity is to engage
the students’ interest in the selected topic. While going through the plans you
will notice that each motivational activity is age-appropriate and directly relevant
to the topic being taught.
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2. Developmental activity
This is the second part of each lesson. It is the stage of the lesson in which the
main concept is developed, and should take 20–30 minutes. In this teaching
guide you will notice that a variety of teaching methods have been used to enrich
the learning experience. There is a blend of thinking and hands-on activities, and
group, pair or individual activities. Since students have different learning styles,
this blend of approaches will cater for the learning needs of most of the students.
3. Summing up
In this last stage of the lesson the main teaching points can be summarized
and/or the students’ understanding of the new concepts can be assessed. This
phase of the lesson gives students the opportunity to communicate what they
have learned and can help the teacher to identify areas where more teaching
may be required.
HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
Following the simple guidelines given on the next page can help you get most
out of this teaching guide. However, as all teachers know, in order to deliver the
best lessons you should be thoroughly familiar with the subject matter before
you plan your lessons.
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•	Always read the lesson plans thoroughly before the class to maximize
confidence and command over your teaching. It will also enable you to modify
in advance the plans to suit the needs of your particular students.
•	Collect and test all the materials listed in the plan before the lesson in order
to obtain the required results. This will also minimize classroom management
problems.
•	Instead of giving your input directly, introduce the key vocabulary using the
glossary or dictionary. Involve the students in exploring the meanings of the
key vocabulary using the glossary and if any meaning is not there, ask them
to look up the meanings in a dictionary. You can also prepare flash cards for
the new terms and display them on the walls. Before starting your lesson,
ask the students to read these words aloud and share their meanings. This
will help your students improve the pronunciation of the new scientific terms
and their fluency in using these terms in discussion of the topics.
•	Before any activity, give clear instructions about what, how, and why they are
going to do it.
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	At the end of every unit there is a summary of the main concepts taught in
the unit. After completing all the activities and discussion, the students should
be asked to read the summary and ensure that they have understood all the
main points of the unit. As a reinforcement activity, they can also be asked
to find the page number where information on each of the concepts mentioned
in the summary can be found. The same can be done with the unit objectives
given at the beginning of each unit.
•	At the top of each unit, near the unit name, there are icons; ask the students
to explain how the pictures relate to the unit.
•	When they are ready to complete the end of unit exercises, encourage the
students to write the answers using their own words rather than copying the
words of the textbook.
•	The worksheets are a reinforcement of the lesson and can be used as a class
work or homework activity.
I hope that this guide will prove useful in making the learning of science
something to be looked forward to and enjoyed by teachers and students alike.
Ghadeer Naqvi Ali
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Animals
Teaching objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•

to
to
to
to
to
to

define classification
explain the importance of classification in science and in daily life
explain that all living things have been divided into five main groups
define the terms vertebrate and invertebrate
describe the basic characteristics of the five classes of vertebrates
identify the key characteristics of worms and insects

Key vocabulary
classification, bacterium, algae, fungus, vertebrate, invertebrate, fish, amphibian,
reptile, mammal, bird, cold-blooded, warm-blooded, thorax, abdomen, crustacean

Materials required
• objects made of glass (e.g. used bottles, mirrors, etc.)
• objects made of plastic (e.g. bottle caps, ball pens, etc.)
• objects made of metal (e.g. spoons, hair pins, nails, etc.)
• objects made of paper, wood (e.g. books, alphabet blocks, etc.)
•	pictures/stickers of animals and plants pasted on a sheet of paper or on the
plain side of an old calendar
• pictures of an earthworm, a butterfly, a spider, and a bird
• live earthworms (optional)
• caged birds, e.g. pigeon, chick, parrot (optional)
Note: If objects cannot be obtained, cut out pictures from old magazines/
newspapers and paste them on a sheet of paper for class presentation.
Divide the items into four or more sets depending on the number of students in
the class. Each set should contain items of glass, plastic, metal, paper, and
wood.
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Lesson 1

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	Begin the lesson with a brainstorming session. Ask the students if they have
visited a zoo. This is to assess their existing knowledge about animals.
•	The cats at the beginning of the unit say something about the unit. Discuss
why this is there.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 1 to 3 of unit 1
•	Refer to the picture of the fruit stall. The fruits are placed in an organized
manner. Ask the students to describe it. Ask them to imagine a shop where
the fruits are not displayed in an orderly way.
•	Ask the students at which shop it would be easy to buy fruits. Elicit that if the
shop is not organized properly, finding the required fruit would not be easy.
•	Introduce the term classification. Remember that when introducing a new
term in a science lesson it is good to encourage the students to look up the
word in the glossary at the back of the book, or in a dictionary.
•	Ask the students to read from page 1 as far as the first paragraph of page 3.

Teacher’s input (10 minutes)
As the students read, explain any new terms that are introduced. Explain that
classification is the organization of objects or information in a very systematic
way. A scientist uses classification to organize information and objects. A variety
of items or living things can be divided into groups. All objects which have similar
qualities are grouped together. If everything is arranged in a systematic way, it
is easier to study the various characteristics.
Classification is very helpful even in our daily lives. For example, it is used in
the kitchen: if the pans and spoons are placed in an organized manner, it is
easier to find an item. Likewise, a mechanic arranges his tools ready for use.
Explain that living organisms are arranged in different groups according to their
similarities and differences. Scientists have grouped millions of living things into
five major groups. These groups are called kingdoms: bacteria, algae, fungus,
animal, and plant. The members of these kingdoms share similar characteristics
such as feeding habits, body structure, movement, and method of reproduction.
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Introduce the terms vertebrate and invertebrate. Explain that these will be
explained in more detail in the next lesson.

Group activities (10 minutes)
•	Divide the students into groups. Give them a set of objects or a chart showing
a variety of objects made of different materials such as glass, plastic, paper,
wood, metal etc.
•	Ask each group to classify the objects into different groups. Ask them to
explain their reasons for the groupings.
• Ask the students to do the activity given on page 4.

Summing up (5 minutes)
•	Ask the students to summarize what they have learned about classification
in the lesson.
• Why is classification important?
• Students can be asked to give examples of classification in their daily lives.
•	Recall the five animal kingdoms and definitions of vertebrates and
invertebrates.

Homework
•

The students can write the answer to question 1 at home.

Lesson 2

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
Ask the students to recall what they learned in the previous lesson.
You can also discuss the homework that they have completed.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 3 to 6 of unit 1
• Ask the students to name any living things they know about.
	They may name different animals and plants. Their responses can be noted
on the board.
•	Expand the activity by asking the students to choose a living thing from the
list on the board and grouping it with two other living things in the list.
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•
•

Ask them to explain why they grouped the three living things together.
The class can now start reading pages 3 to 6.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Ask the students to use the glossary to find the meanings of the terms vertebrate
and invertebrate. Ask the students to give examples of vertebrates and
invertebrates as defined.
Now show them the pictures of a bird and an earthworm. (If possible show them
a live bird and earthworm.) Ask them to identify the vertebrate and invertebrate.
Explain why all animals are classified into two major groups, vertebrates and
invertebrates. Ask the students which group human beings belong to. They can
feel the centre of their back to help them decide.
Explain that scientists have classified all vertebrates into five groups: fish,
reptiles, birds, mammals, and amphibians. Discuss the basic characteristics
of each group.

Class exercise
Help the students to do exercise 3.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Show the students a chart with pictures of animals and ask them to classify them
into vertebrates and invertebrates. Recall the five groups of vertebrates.
Write the names of various animals on the board and ask the students to divide
them into vertebrates and invertebrates groups.

Worksheet A
An additional worksheet is provided at the end of the book. If time permits, ask
the students to attempt it.
The last question is about identification of fish; the options include a dolphin. The
students will probably identify it as a fish. You can explain that although a dolphin
looks like a fish, it is a mammal. It is warm-blooded; it gives birth to live young
that feed on its milk; it has hair on its body. These characteristics are not found
in fish.
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Homework
Give exercise 2 as homework.

Lesson 3

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	Begin the lesson by recapping the last session. Ask the students to recall
what they learned in their previous lesson.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 6 to 8 of Unit 1
•	Show the students a picture of a butterfly (or any other insect) and a picture
of a spider. Ask them to describe the similarities between the two animals
(both are invertebrates). Then ask them to differentiate between the two.
Students should be able to note the differences in body structure, and other
characteristics.
•	Now show the picture of an earthworm and ask them to identify the ways in
which it is similar to or different from the butterfly and the spider.
•	Ask the students to identify the class of invertebrates to which the three
animals belong (they may refer to their textbooks).
• Pages 6 to 8 to be read in class.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Explain that, like vertebrates, invertebrates have also been divided into many
subgroups on the basis of their similarities and differences. One class is worms.
Explain that earthworms are invertebrates, meaning they do not have a backbone.
They are soft-bodied with no legs.
Give the students some additional information about earthworms. Most are pink,
brown or red. They are sometimes called night crawlers because they burrow
under the ground during the day and come above ground at night to feed. They
live in moist soil and leaf litter.
The second group of invertebrates is insects. Their body is divided into three parts:
head, thorax, and abdomen. Some insects have wings e.g. butterflies. They also
have a pair of antennae on the head; these are used to sense their surroundings.
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Ask if a spider is an insect. Explain that it is not because it has two body parts
and eight legs.
The remaining invertebrates shown in the textbook can be discussed briefly.

Class exercise
Help the students to do exercise 4.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Recap the invertebrates section. Next, do the same for the whole unit.

Homework
Give exercises 5 and 6 as homework.
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2

Plants
Teaching objectives
• to describe non-flowering and flowering plants
• to differentiate between gymnosperms and angiosperms
• to classify flowering plants into two main groups: monocot and dicot
•	to compare the structures of the seeds, leaves, flowers, and roots of a
monocot and a dicot

Key vocabulary
seedless plant, seed bearing plant, monocotyledon, dicotyledon, gymnosperm,
angiosperm, spores, tap root, fibrous root, seed leaves

Materials required
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

samples of flowering and non-flowering plants
pictures of ferns, moss, algae
pictures of pine tree or a cone
flowers of a monocot and a dicot
fibrous roots, e.g. garlic and onion
tap roots, e.g. radish or carrot
leaves of monocots and dicots
soaked seeds of monocots and dicots
magnifying glasses

Lesson 1

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minute)
• Discuss the unit icon; ask the students what they can say about it.
•	Brainstorm about plants to introduce the lesson and to assess students’ prior
knowledge.
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Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 12 to 14
•	Ask the students to suggest how plants are useful for animals. Their
responses will vary e.g. plants are used as food; they provide shelter; wood
is obtained from trees to make houses, furniture, paper, etc. Plants produce
different fibres like cotton and jute.
•	Encourage the students to think and talk about items they may have used
that came from plants / trees or about plants they may have eaten.
• The class can now start reading pages 12 to 14 of the unit.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Explain that in the previous unit they learned about animals; plants too are living
things. Both groups have some common features. Explain the differences
between plants and animals, and non-flowering and flowering plants.
Describe seedless and seed-bearing plants and then the terms gymnosperm and
angiosperm.
Introduce a monocot and a dicot as given in the textbook. Ask the students to
look up definitions for these terms in the glossary at the end of the textbook.

Class exercise
Exercise 1, parts a and b can be given as class work.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask questions to assess the students’ understanding of the topic. Your questions
should be based on the information you have shared with them.
The fact box on page 16 gives additional information about seedless plants. Give
examples such as ferns, etc.

Homework
Exercise 2, part a can be given as homework.
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Lesson 2

1 period

Motivational activity (10 minutes)
•

Recap the previous session and ask some questions related to it.
How are animals and plants similar to and different from each other?
What are the two main groups of plant that you learned about in the unit?
What are seedless and seed bearing plants?
What are angiosperms and gymnosperms?
Into how many groups are angiosperms classified?

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 15 to 17
Ask the students to read pages 15–17 carefully. In order to focus on the text,
you can give a few questions based on the text such as:
How is the leaf / root / seed / flower of a monocot different from the leaf / root /
seed / flower of a dicot?

Teacher’s input (10 minutes)
Monocot is short for monocotyledon, which means that the seeds of these plants
contain only one cotyledon or seed leaf. This plant family includes not only
grasses, but maize and other plants such as onion and garlic. All these plants
have a fibrous root system. These roots spread out in the ground but do not go
deep. If an onion is pulled out from the soil you will find a mass of fibrous roots
at the end of the bulb.
The leaves of monocots tend to be long and slender with the veins in the leaves
running from the tip of the leaf to its base. Veins in plants work much the same
as the veins in our bodies. They absorb nutrients and water from the roots and
transport them to the stems and leaves of the plant.
The flowers and sepals of monocots are in multiples of three; for example, the
flower of a lily has six petals. Onions, bananas, tulips, wheat, barley, maize, and
daffodils are examples of monocot plants.
Dicots have seeds with two cotyledons. The plants grow larger and taller because
they have taproots which go deep into the soil and help support the plant. Apple
and cherry trees are examples of dicots. The petals and sepals are arranged in
multiples of four or five. Some examples of dicot plants are peas, beans, gram,
and rose. The leaves of dicot plants are of different shapes and sizes.
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Encourage the students to ask any questions related to the lesson.

Summing up / class exercise (10 minutes)
Use the activity given on page 17 as a recall session if time allows. Take the
students to the school garden or arrange a plant as described in the activity.
Ask the students to do exercise 3 to evaluate their learning. This will sum up
their understanding of dicots and monocots.
Finally, exercises 4 and 5 will sum up the unit. Do these in the lesson if time
permits, or give them as homework.

Homework
Exercise 1 parts c and d and exercise 2 part b can be given as homework.

Lesson 3

1 period

This activity is optional, depending on available time.
An effective and interesting way to help students understand scientific concepts
is to provide hands-on experience through different activities and actual materials.
This particular lesson comprises of group activities. You will need to arrange one
(suggested) or two consecutive science periods so that the sequence and
continuity of the concepts can be maintained.
Set up five tables for the students and divide the class into five groups. Each
group will perform five activities, one after the other.
Give the students 10 minutes to work at each table then ask them to move to
the next one in an orderly manner.

Advanced preparation for group work
Collect the samples mentioned in the list of materials. If any are unavailable,
they can perhaps be found in a plant nursery. Set up the tables to display the
samples. If classroom space is limited you can conduct this session as an
outdoor activity. Look for a suitable area to set up the tables. Divide the students
into different groups before taking them outside. Ask them to bring their textbooks
and notebooks with them. Instruct them about the activity.
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Table 1
On table 1 place a flowering pot plant and a non-flowering pot plant. The students
should observe the differences between the two and write them in their
notebooks; they should also draw diagrams. No reading material or teacher input
is required at this stage; they should explore everything themselves.

Table 2
The students will observe a leaf of a monocot plant and a leaf of a dicot plant
using magnifying glasses. They can discuss the activity with group members and
write and draw their observations in their notebooks.

Table 3
The students will observe flowers from the monocot and dicot groups through
magnifying glasses. Ask them to count the number of petals and sepals on each
flower. They can discuss their findings with group members and write and draw
their observations in their notebooks.

Table 4
The students will observe two seeds soaked in water; one from the monocot
group (e.g. maize) and the other from the dicot group (e.g. bean, almond)
through magnifying glasses. They can discuss their findings with group members
and write and draw their observations in their notebooks.

Table 5
The students will observe roots from the monocot group (e.g. garlic) and the
dicot group (e.g. radish, carrot) using magnifying glasses. They can discuss their
findings with group members and write and draw their observations in their
notebooks.

Summing up
Encourage the students to comment on the findings from the activities they have
completed.
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Unit

3

Micro-organisms
Teaching objectives
• to define micro-organisms
• to identify three types of micro-organism and give examples of each
•	to describe the advantages and disadvantages of micro-organisms in daily
life
• to define infection
• to identify ways in which micro-organisms can enter our bodies
• to suggest ways to avoid infections

Key vocabulary
microscope, micro-organism, microbe, bacterium, virus, fungus, infection

Materials required
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

apples
knives
mouldy bread (sealed in a clear plastic bag)
slides
cover slips
dropper
water
pictures of micro-organisms (enlarged)
a microscope if possible

Advance preparation
• Collect the materials listed above.
•	It is recommended that the apple and bread activity should be performed a
week before starting Unit 3. Details of the activity are given below.
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Pre-unit activity

1 period

You will need to conduct this at least five days before starting the unit.
Bring two apples, knives, clear plastic bags, and some slices of bread to the
lesson.

Activity with apples
Explain that the apples have a shiny skin protecting the softer part inside.
Peel the skin off one of the apples and keep it with the unpeeled apple.
Encourage the students to predict the condition of the two apples in the coming
days. Will they remain the same as they are? How will they be different?
Give them copies of worksheet C at the end of this guide to record their
observations.

Activity with slices of bread
Discuss with the students their experiences of food going bad. Perhaps it was
left in a lunchbox over the weekend! Its appearance may change, or it may smell.
This food will not be fit to eat.
Put a slice of bread in the clear plastic bag; seal it and leave it for a few days.
Ask the students to predict what will happen to the slice of bread after a few
days. What will it look like? Will there be any smell?
Give the students copies of worksheet D at the end of this guide to record their
observations.

Lesson 1

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	Ask the students to name the largest living thing they can think of; list the
responses on the board.
•	Ask the students to name the smallest living things they can think of; list the
responses.
They will probably not name ‘micro-organisms’. If this is the case, ask them if
they can think of some living things that are not visible to the naked eye.
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Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 19 to 20
•	Explain that these are called micro-organisms or microbes. Micro means tiny
and organism means living thing.
•	We can see some micro-organisms with the help of a microscope. Show the
students a microscope or a picture of one.
• Explain that although micro-organisms are invisible, they are everywhere.
• Ask the students to read pages 19 to 20.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Demonstrate the role that micro-organisms play in our lives. Display the apples
and slices of bread that were used in the activity some days ago. Ask the
students to describe the changes and explain the reasons for them.
Ask the students to refer to their worksheets. (Distribute the worksheets collected
the week before.)
Give the class a list of questions and ask them to discuss the possible answers.
• Why do foodstuffs like apples and bread go mouldy?
• What makes bread rise?
• Why does milk sometimes go sour?
Explain that micro-organisms are too small to be seen with the naked eye, but
they are everywhere. Most are beneficial. Some turn milk into cheese, others
make bread rise. Some live in the stomachs of human beings and other animals
and help in the digestion of food. There are many types of microbes; they include
bacteria, viruses, and fungi.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask the students to summarize the lesson and answer a few of the questions
from the list. Do not correct them as this is the exploration stage.

Homework
Give exercise 1 as homework.
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Lesson 2
(1st Period)

2 periods

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•
•

Ask the students to recall what they learned in their previous lesson.
You can also discuss the homework that they have completed.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 22 to 23
•
•

•

This lesson may cover two periods as it will describe three kinds of microbes.
Ask the students questions such as:
Why do cuts sometimes become infected?
Why should you cover your mouth when you cough?
Ask the students to read pages 22 and 23.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Discuss bacteria in general and the three types according to their shapes.
Bacteria are very tiny and a powerful microscope is required to see them.
Describe what happens to decaying leaves, and explain the term decomposition.
Without the help of bacteria it would be difficult to get rid of rubbish; it would
keep piling up and give off a bad odour.
Although most bacteria can be harmful, some are used for making foods like
cheese and yoghurt. Explain other advantages of bacteria.
Some bacteria cause illness and diseases. Colds, flu, chickenpox, and other
childhood illnesses caused by germs are airborne. They are spread by coughing
and sneezing, or touching an object that has been in contact with an infected
person.
What might happen to a cut or injury? It may become infected if it is not kept
clean. Therefore it is important to wash a cut or wound with water and keep it
covered so that it is not infected by microbes.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Recall the lesson by asking questions. Look at the different types of bacteria
shown on page 22.
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Homework
Give exercise 2 parts a to c as homework.

(2nd Period)

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•
•

Ask the students to recall what they learned in their previous lesson.
You can also discuss the homework that they have completed.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 22 to 25
• Ask the students questions such as:
How do you get flu?
How does a virus enter our bodies?
What makes bread rise?
Why do foodstuffs like apples and bread go mouldy?
• Ask the students to read pages 22 to 24.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Talk about viruses. Explain that a virus is the smallest living organism; it can be
seen with the help of a very powerful microscope called an electron microscope.
Explain the term host. Colds, influenza, measles, and chicken pox are common
illnesses caused by viruses.
Move to the next topic, fungi. Why does bread go bad if it is left out for a few
days? It is because of organisms called fungi. A mushroom is a type of fungus
that is eaten. Some types of fungus are poisonous and thus harmful. They vary
in size; some are large while others are so small that they go unnoticed. The
most important function of fungi and bacteria is to cause things to rot.
Harmful micro-organisms are commonly known as germs.
Microbes spread diseases in different ways. Some microbial diseases are spread
by contact with the faeces of an infected person: some are transmitted by an
animal carrier. A number of skin diseases are caused by fungi.
Recall the example of the apple activity. As in fruits, our skin plays the role of a
protective shield.
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Summing up (5 minutes)
Summarize the main points of the lesson. The activity on page 23 can be
discussed in class and the students can be asked to report their findings in the
next lesson.

Homework
Give exercise 2 parts d to g as homework.

Lesson 3

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•
•
•

Ask the students to recall what they learned in their previous lesson.
You can also discuss the homework that they have completed.
Ask about the findings of the activity on page 23.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 24 to 25
•

•

Ask questions such as:
Why is it dangerous to contaminate water with body waste / sewage?
Why should you wash your hands with soap after going to the toilet?
How can you prevent infections and diseases?
Ask the students to read pages 24 to 25.

Teacher’s input (15 minutes)
Explain healthy habits.
List the seven points given on page 25 on the board one by one, discussing the
importance of each.

Class work (5 minutes)
Give exercise 5 as class work. This will help recall the entire unit.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Summarize the main points of the lesson.
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Homework
Give exercises 3 and 4 as homework.
The activities given below are optional; they may be performed if time permits.

Motivational activity
Recap the previous lesson about micro-organisms.
Then select either of the following activities.
•	If you can arrange a microscope and slides, activity 1 can be conducted in
class.
• If you cannot arrange a microscope, activity 2 can be conducted.

Activity 1
Explain that the students are going to observe a drop of water under a
microscope. Ask them to imagine what it will look like through the microscope.
Always remember to introduce the material you intend to use before performing
any activity.
Deposit a drop of water on a glass slide. Put the cover slip on it, place the slide
under the microscope, and focus the lenses. Call the students one by one to
view it and describe it, and then draw their observations. This will keep the
students occupied while you conduct the activity with the other students.
Or

Activity 2
Show the students a picture of a microscope and explain that a microscope is
an instrument used for viewing tiny organisms that cannot be seen by the human
eye. It magnifies them so that they can be seen clearly.
Next show them a glass of tap water and ask if it is clean or not. Are there any
living things in it? What will a drop of water look like under the microscope? Now
show them the magnified image of a drop of water and explain that the water is
not as clean as it seems; there are tiny organisms in it.

Developmental activity
Ask the students to share their slide observations or pictures of the drop of water
orally with you.
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Seeds: structure and germination
Teaching objectives
• to compare the structure and function of bean and maize seeds
• to describe the functions of cotyledons
• to identify the conditions necessary for germination
•	to help students predict what would happen to plants if conditions necessary
for germination are not fulfilled
• to conduct an investigation to test this prediction

Key vocabulary
embryo, seed coat, scar, cotyledon, germination, oxygen, suitable temperature,
dormant, radicle, plumule

Materials required
• bean seeds (some dry, some soaked overnight)
• maize seeds (some dry, some soaked overnight)
• garden soil
• water
• seeds of different shapes, colours, and sizes
• old newspapers
• a magnifying glass
•	optional: fresh fruits (with one seed e.g. mango, peach; few seeds e.g.
apples; with many seeds e.g. papaya or water melon) or
• pictures of the fruits listed above
• a knife
• a pot plant
• a withered plant (or a picture drawn on the board)

Advanced preparation
•
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• Collect bean and maize seeds.
• Soak some of the bean and maize seeds overnight.
There should be enough dry and soaked seeds for the whole class.

Lesson 1

Motivational activity (10 minutes)

1 period

•	If fresh fruits like apple, mango, peach, or papaya can be obtained easily,
show them to the students. If fresh fruits are not available, show pictures of
them.
•	Ask the students to predict the number of seeds in each fruit. They should
use the terms: one / a few / a lot of seeds. Write the predictions on the board
as shown below.
Fruits with
one seed

Fruits with
a few seeds

Fruits with
a lot of seeds

•	Cut the fruits and ask the students to see if their observations match their
predictions. Ask them to describe the size, colour, and shapes of the seeds
in the fruits that have been cut.
•	Ask the students to name other fruits with one, a few, or a lot of seeds or
show pictures of cut fruits or draw them on the board; follow the same
procedure as above.

Developmental activity (15 minutes)
Pages 27 to 29
•	Divide the students into groups; give each group a small cup or plastic bag
containing different seeds and a magnifying glass.
	They can spread old newspapers on the desks and empty the contents of
the cup / bag on them.
•	Ask the students to examine all the seeds and make general observations
and comparisons.
•	Ask them to sort and group the seeds according to colour, texture, shape,
and size.
	The students should use the magnifying glass to look closely at the seeds.
Ask them to note whether they are smooth, rough, or spiky.
•	The students can make a drawing of one seed in their notebooks and record
their observations.
• Ask the students to read pages 27 to 29.
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Teacher’s input
Begin by recalling that in the previous unit they learned the terms dicot and
monocot; ask them to identify a dicot or a monocot seed in the packets given to
them.
Explain that the seed is a very important part of a plant.
Seeds vary in colour, shape, texture, and size but they have three common
properties, which are:
1. Every seed has a seed coat which protects it.
2. Every seed contains a little plant called an embryo.
3. Each seed contains food that helps the new plant to grow.
Write these points on the board and ask the students to copy them into their
notebooks.

Class work (10 minutes)
The activity on page 28 can be performed as class work. Proceed as described
in the textbook.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask questions to check students’ understanding.
Name fruits having one seed, a few seeds, and a lot of seeds.
How are seeds different from each other?
What features are common in all types of seeds?

Homework
Give exercise 1 parts a to d as homework.

Lesson 2

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•

Recap the last lesson.

•

Ask the students to recall and share what they learned in the last session.

•	Now introduce the words given in the key vocabulary according to the method
in the introduction to this guide.
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Developmental activity (20 minutes)
Pages 30 to 31
•
•

Define germination.
Prepare for the investigation activity that is to be performed now.

Teacher’s input
Begin the investigation by placing all the jars on your desk and asking the
students to gather around in five groups rather than working individually.
Since the results are to be recorded after one week, follow the first six steps;
assign a jar to one student from each group and ask them to place it according
to the instructions given for each jar.

Class work (10 minutes)
Give exercise 1 part e as class work.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask questions to check students’ understanding.
Revisit the definition of germination.
Ask the students to predict what results the seeds in the jars will show after a
week. Show them the table on page 31 in which they should record their results.

Homework
Ask the students with the jars to report where they placed the jars in their
homes.

Lesson 3

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	Ask questions to discover whether the students know the conditions
necessary for germination.
• Give them an idea of the stages of germination.
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Developmental activity (15 minutes)
•	Show the students a healthy plant A, and a withered plant B. Ask them to
describe the differences between them.
•	Ask the students to think of reasons why plant B is withered. Collect their
responses. Explain that, like us, plants are also living things. They need air,
water and sunlight to live, stay healthy and grow. If any of these factors are
absent, they cannot survive for long.
• Ask them to read pages 31 and 32.

Teacher’s input
In the activity when the seed was opened, the students learned that there is a
baby plant in each seed. If the conditions are suitable, and the seed gets air,
water, and sunlight, it can grow into a healthy plant.
Next explain the stages of germination. Compare the illustrations for the bean
and maize seeds. Define these terms as they occur: dormant, radical, and
plumule.

Class work (10 minutes)
Preparation for exercise 3 can be done. As it is also to be reported after a week,
do an exercise similar to that done for the investigation on pages 30/31.
Ask the students to predict what will happen in each jar after a few days. They
can draw a table in their note books to record this.

Summing up (10 minutes)
Exercise 4 and 5 can be given as recall work, perhaps as a test.

Homework
Give exercise 2 as homework.
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Environmental pollution
Teaching objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•

to
to
to
to
to
to

define pollution
describe and explain the main causes of water, air, and land pollution
explain the effects of pollution on the environment
differentiate between biodegradable and non-biodegradable materials
explain the effects of non-biodegradable materials on the environment
encourage students to suggest ways to reduce pollution

Key vocabulary
environment, impurity, pollution, pollutant, carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide,
chemical vapour, soot, smog, acid rain, biodegradable, non-biodegradable,
sewage, fertilizer, pesticide, industrial waste, oil spill

Material required
• 5 glass jars or flower pots
• soil
• plastic gloves or 2 plastic bags to cover the hands
• piece of polythene/plastic shopping bag, paper, glass
• hairpin, leaf
• candle
• match box
• saucer for securing candle
• aluminium foil or steel plate
•	pictures showing pollution of land, water, and air; e.g. smoke from factories,
people throwing away rubbish, oil spill, etc. from the textbook or from old
newspapers/magazines or internet
• magnifying glass
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•
•

tap water
coloured pencils

Advanced preparation
1. Collect the material listed above.
2.	Conduct the activity on page 40 of the textbook ten days prior to starting this
unit. The activity can be carried out easily within the school yard.
3. Involve the students in watering the plants daily.
4.	The result of the activity will be ready to use in the second lesson. Remember
to take the jars with you to the lesson on the day you begin the topic.

Lesson 1

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	Display the pictures showing pollution of land, water, and air. Ask the students
to identify any factors that may be spoiling the environment in each image.
Note the students’ responses.
•	Write the key vocabulary on the board and ask the students to look up the
meanings in the glossary.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
• Define and discuss the terms environment and pollution.
•	Ask the students about human activities that generate pollution; in what way
do we contribute to producing litter and how does it affect plants and animals?
•	Ask the students to find out where rubbish is taken after it is collected from
our homes. Talk about the problems that may occur when rubbish is not
disposed of properly.
• Ask the students to read pages 35 to 39.

Teacher’s input (15 minutes)
Pollution can be harmful to people, plants, and animals. Industrial activity and
our own living habits have contributed to pollution including toxic waste, plastic
bags, etc. Explain that pollution is also caused by nature, for example, volcanic
ash or forest fires.
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Pollution is a great problem in the industrial and over-populated cities of Pakistan
and around the world. This unit will deal with land, air, and water pollution.
Explain that pollution is the presence in the environment of a substance or thing
that has harmful or poisonous effects. Talk about the different gases mentioned
in the text. Explain what acid rain is and its effects on trees.
Perform the activity on page 37. Describe soot.

Class work (5 minutes)
Ask the students to read the fact on page 35 and look at the picture of smog on
page 36. Describe it to them.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask questions to recall the lesson.

Homework
Give exercise 1 parts a, b, and c for homework.

Lesson 2

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	Ask the students to recall the meanings of the new words they learned in the
last session.
• Discuss the three kinds of pollution and their causes.
• Invite students’ suggestions as to how we can help reduce land pollution.

Developmental activity (5 minutes)
•
•
•

Define and discuss biodegradable and non-biodegradable materials.
Ask the students about human activities that contribute to land pollution.
Ask the students to read pages 43 to 46.

Teacher’s input (15 minutes)
Ask the students to recall the activity on page 40 that was performed ten days
previously; what objects were buried in the soil? What predictions did the
students make about the changes that would take place during the period?
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Wearing gloves, dig up the items in each of the jars. Ask the students to observe
the changes that have occurred to some of the objects, while others have
remained unchanged. Could any of the items be reused or recycled instead of
being thrown away?
Explain that all the waste that is created can be classified into biodegradable
and non-biodegradable materials.
Biodegradable materials come from things that were once alive. For example,
paper comes from trees which were living before being cut down and used in
the paper industry. They can be decomposed. This is done by bacteria and other
micro-organisms acting on them.
Non-biodegradable materials are made from substances on which bacteria
cannot act. They remain in the land. Non-biodegradable materials cause much
more pollution than biodegradable materials. Plastic and glass are such
materials.
Explain that land pollution is caused by domestic, nuclear, and industrial waste.
Deforestation, sewage, mining, smoke, and fumes contribute to pollution. Tonnes
of waste are dumped every day; when proper methods of disposal are not
followed it leads to unhealthy, unhygienic conditions.

Class work (10 minutes)
Refer to the Think and Tell section on page 40. The students may think about
the waste they throw away each day and share their ideas in class.
Help the students write answers to exercise 2.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask questions to recall the lesson.

Homework
Give exercise 1 parts d and e for homework.

Lesson 3
(1st period)

2 periods

Motivational activity (10 minutes)
•	Ask the students to recall the meanings of the new words they learned in the
last session.
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•	As a recall session, ask the students to do exercise 3 part a. Draw a table
on the board and ask them to list the materials accordingly.

Developmental activity (15 minutes)
•
•
•

Invite the students to tell you anything they know about water pollution.
Ask them to suggest how pollution can be reduced.
Ask them to read pages 42 to 43.

Teacher’s input
Ask the students if they have heard or read about pollution of the sea. Do they
know that the water we drink may not be safe? Ask them to think about the
causes of water pollution.
Ask the students to look at the pictures on page 43 of the textbook and read the
text about water pollution. Discuss the pictures with them before giving your own
input.
Water covers over 70% of the Earth’s surface; it is a very important resource for
people and the environment. Water pollution occurs when different kinds of
substances are added to water.
Liquids are often dumped into the water making it impure; some mix with water
while others do not. This can cause fish and other aquatic organisms to suffocate.
This happens in rivers, lakes, and oceans all over the world.
Talk about oil spills.

Class work (10 minutes)
Collect tap water in two jars. Add dirt, crushed leaves, oil, etc. to one jar.
Ask the students to look at the two jars and compare them. They can use a
magnifying glass to look carefully at the contents. Discuss the causes of water
pollution.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask the students about water pollution.
What causes water pollution?
What are the effects of water pollution on water / sea animals?
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2nd period
Motivational activity (10 minutes)
•

Recall the last session, repeating the main points about water pollution

Developmental activity (20 minutes)
•
•

Ask the students to suggest ways in which they can help to reduce pollution.
Ask them to read page 44.

Teacher’s input
Ask the students how, as individuals, they can help decrease water pollution.
Explain that there are billions of people on the planet. If everyone fulfills their
responsibility then this would help save the environment. Encourage them to
think of practical solutions.
Ask the students to think of all the activities in their daily life where they use
water. Then ask them whether they are using water in a careful, responsible
manner. For example:
•	Do they conserve water by turning off the tap when not in use? This helps
prevent water shortages and reduces the amount of contaminated water that
needs treatment.
•	Are they careful about what they throw down their sink or toilet? They should
not throw paint, oil, or other forms of rubbish down the drain.
•	Do they throw rubbish into rivers, lakes, or oceans? Suggest that they can
help clean up any litter that they find on beaches, or in rivers and lakes. They
should be careful when handling rubbish as things like pieces of glass, tin,
etc. can harm them.
Talk about how trees and plants help reduce pollution. Talk about tsunamis and
the presence of mangrove forests, and how are they inter-related.

Class work (10 minutes)
Complete exercises 4 and 5 in the class.

Summing up
Homework
Give exercise 3 parts b, c, and d for homework.
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Matter
Teaching objectives
• to define matter
•	to describe the properties of the three states of matter on the basis of
arrangement of particles
• to explain the effects of heat on particle motion during changes of state
• to describe the processes that are involved in the change of state
• to describe the roles of evaporation and condensation in the water cycle

Key vocabulary
matter, mass, volume, solid, liquid, gas, atom, physical change, temperature,
melting, freezing, boiling, condensation, water cycle

Materials required
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

glass of water
empty jug
rectangular container
block of wood
air pump
a deflated tube or balloon
ice cubes
plate

Lesson 1

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	Write the key vocabulary on the board and ask the students to find the
meanings in the glossary or a dictionary. They can take turns to read out the
meanings.
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Developmental activity (5 minutes)
Pages 47 to 49
•
•

Ask the students to look at the pictures on page 47 and answer the questions:
How are these objects different from each other?
Are the objects similar in any way?
Ask the students to read pages 47 to 49.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Listen to the students’ responses and explain that the objects are different in
many ways: they differ in their use, shape, colour, and size. There are two factors
that are common to all three items: the piece of wood, the glass, and the steam
from the boiling water take up space.
Ask the meaning of the term volume that the students have looked up. Listen to
their responses and then, if necessary, explain that the amount of space an
object takes up is called its volume. Some objects, like a needle, take up little
space, while others, like a table, take up more.
The second factor that is common to all these objects is that they have mass.
Ask the meaning of mass. Listen to the responses and, if necessary, explain that
mass is the amount of matter in any object.
Ask the meaning of matter. Listen to the students’ answers; if necessary, explain
that matter is anything that has mass and occupies space.
Ask the students to look around the classroom. How many things can be called
matter? List their responses on the board. Point to each item and ask them why
they think it is matter.

Introduction of the states of matter
Refer to the activity on page 48. It will be more effective if you can collect the
items shown in the picture. If this is not possible, you can use the pictures in the
textbook or draw the items on the board.
Before starting the activity, explain that the objects shown in the textbook have
been identified as matter because they share the two main properties of matter—
they have mass, and they occupy space. They are different in many ways. The
students can be asked in what ways the objects differ from each other. They may
state that the objects are different in colour, texture, size, and shape. At this
stage you can explain that objects behave differently under some conditions.
Now perform the activity to demonstrate this.
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Follow the steps from one to nine. What happens to a block of wood when it is
placed in a rectangular container? What happens when water is poured from a
glass into a rectangular container? Listen to their responses.
Explain that the water takes the shape of the container. The block of wood keeps
its own shape. It does not change when it is put into the rectangular container.
On the basis of such properties, matter can be classified into different states.
The three states of matter are solid, liquid, and gas.
Write the three states of matter on the board and explain the characteristics of
each. List the main characteristics of each state. For example you can write
definite shape and volume under the heading of solid. Under the heading liquid
you can write no definite shape but definite volume. Under gas you may write
no definite volume or shape. In this way it will be easy for students to summarize
the important characteristics of each state.

Class exercise (5 minutes)
Re-visit the activity on page 48 referring to the three states of matter.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Revise the lesson, repeating the main points.

Homework
Give exercise 1 as homework.

Lesson 2

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	Distribute worksheet E on which students will classify everyday items into
solid, liquid or gas. The items listed on the worksheet can be written on the
board. The students can draw in their notebooks the shapes of the rectangular
piece of wood and an inflated balloon like the one given in the worksheet.
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Developmental activity (5 minutes)
Pages 49 to 51
The lesson in this session is about the arrangements of atoms in different states
of matter. First explain what an atom is. Next, describe the three states of matter.
Ask the students to recall the main differences between the three states of
matter.
•
•
•

Which state has a definite volume but not a definite shape?
Which state has both a definite volume and a definite shape?
Which state does not have a definite shape or volume?

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
After the revision, ask the students why solid, liquids and gases are different
from each other. Why do solids have a definite shape but liquids and gases do
not? Why do liquids have a definite volume but gases do not?
Explain that matter is made up of tiny particles called atoms. These atoms are
arranged differently in the three states of matter. It is the arrangement that makes
them different from each other. Let us find out how these atoms are arranged in
the three states of matter.
The students should read the text on pages 50 and 51. Before giving your own
input, ask them to draw three boxes in their notebooks and label them solid,
liquid, and gas; they should draw the arrangement of particles in each box. In
this way you will be able to assess how much they have understood. Now give
your own input.
Solid: In the solid state the particles are closely packed together by a force.
They cannot move, but vibrate in their places; this is how a solid holds its shape.
The volume of a solid is fixed by its shape.
Liquid: In the liquid state the particles have some space between them which
allows them to roll over each other. That is why liquids do not have a fixed shape
and take the shape of the container. A liquid has a fixed volume.
Gas: In the gaseous state the particles have much more space between them.
They are far apart from each other and can move faster than the particles of a
solid or a liquid. That is why a gas fills its container, taking its shape and volume.

Class exercise (10 minutes)
Take the follow up of the worksheet. You can ask the following questions:
•
•
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•

Why do you classify the pencil as a solid?

Question the students about each item in the list. Try to involve as many students
as possible in this review exercise.

Homework
Give exercise 2 parts a and b as homework.

LESSON 3

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•

Talk about the fact box on page 52. Explain glaciers and their melting.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 52 to 53
•	Ask the students to read about the water cycle. When they have done so,
ask them to explain what they have understood about the water cycle. After
listening to their responses you can elaborate the lesson.

Teacher’s input (15 minutes)
Give your input about the water cycle.
The Earth has a limited amount of water. It is constantly moving but where does
it go? The water keeps circulating from one place to another and hence is called
the water cycle.
1.	The Sun heats up the water in rivers, lakes, oceans, and streams and
changes it into vapour or steam which rises into the air. This is called
evaporation.
2.	The water vapour in the air gets cold and changes back into liquid, forming
clouds. This is called condensation, and has been studied earlier.
3.	As more and more water condenses the air can no longer hold it. The clouds
get heavy and water falls back to the Earth in the form of rain, hail or snow.
This is called precipitation or rain. (This term is not in the textbook but you
may choose to introduce it here.)
4.	When water falls to Earth as precipitation, it may drop back in the oceans,
lakes, or rivers. It may also fall on land where it soaks into the soil or
becomes part of the ‘ground water’ that plants and animals use for drinking,
or it may run off the surface and collect in the oceans, lakes, or rivers where
the cycle starts again.
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Class exercise (5 minutes)
Ask the students to draw and colour a diagram of the water cycle in their
notebook and label the different stages.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Revise the main points of the lesson.

Homework
Give exercise 2 part d as homework.

Lesson 4

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•

Recap the previous session. Question the students about the water cycle.

Developmental activity (5 minutes)
Pages 53 to 55
•	Place some ice cubes on a plate; question the students about the state of
ice. Do the cubes have a fixed shape? What is the arrangement of particles
in this state of matter?
•	Ask the students to predict the condition of the ice cubes if they are kept at
room temperature for some time. Note their responses.
• Ask them to read pages 53 to 55.

Teacher’s input (15 minutes)
Explain to the students that one state of matter can be changed into another
state by increasing or decreasing the temperature or, in simple words, by heating
or cooling.
Since it only changes from one state to another no new matter is formed so it is
known as a change of state or physical change. When matter is heated it is
provided with energy. If you cool matter it means that you are taking away energy
from it and it is losing energy.
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Draw the students’ attention to the melting ice cubes. Ask them whether the ice
cubes are absorbing energy or heat, or losing energy. (They are absorbing
energy.) Are they in the solid state? (No, they are changing from solid to liquid.)
What is happening to the particles at this stage? The students should be able to
explain that the particles are moving faster and have small distances between
them. Ask them to draw the diagram of particles in this state of matter to show
how the particles are behaving.
Now explain that when a solid gains energy it changes from a solid to a liquid—
this is called melting. Ask them what will happen to the liquid if it is heated up?
It will start boiling and we can see steam coming from it. What is the steam? It
is a gas. When a liquid is heated it gains energy and changes into a gas. The
change from liquid to gas is known as evaporation.
What happens when wet clothes are hung outside? They dry. Where does the
water go? It changes into gas and disappears into the air. This is an example of
evaporation.
Ask the students whether melted ice can be changed back into a solid form. It
can be changed back from liquid to solid by freezing. When a liquid loses energy
it changes into solid. This change is called freezing. How do particles behave in
this state? They will move slowly and become nearer to each other.
Explain that there is water vapour present in the air; it is in a gaseous form and
hence not visible. When a glass of cold water is kept at room temperature, the
water vapour around it cools down and changes into liquid (all gases change
into liquid on cooling). The change of gas into liquid is called condensation. When
matter condenses does it lose or gain energy? In this case it loses energy. The
droplets on the container were actually the water vapour in the surrounding air.

Class exercise (10 minutes)
Exercises 4 and 5 can be done in the class as a test.
Talk about the Think and Tell sections on pages 50 and 51.
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Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask the students to define melting, freezing, and evaporation. Emphasize the
role of energy in each case.
Draw this diagram on the board and ask the students to copy it in their notebooks.
On each of the arrows they should write whether energy is being gained or lost
and state the change of state that is occurring.

ice

water

Homework
Give exercise 2c and e and exercise 3 as homework.
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Forces
Teaching objectives
• to describe friction and its causes
• to explain the advantages and disadvantages of friction
• to suggest methods to reduce friction
• to explain gravitational force using different examples
• to differentiate between mass and weight
• to differentiate between balanced and unbalanced forces
•	to describe the effects of balanced and unbalanced forces on the motion of
an object to describe the term inertia

Key vocabulary
force, push, pull, friction, gravitational force, massive, mass, weight, inertia

Material required
•

a toy car

LESSON 1

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
Introduce the unit by asking the students how a chair could be moved from one
spot to another (point to a place where it can be moved easily). The responses
may vary. Some may think that force can be applied to move the chair. Others
may say that the chair can be pulled or pushed.

Developmental activity (5 minutes)
•	Apart from making things move, force can perform other tasks. Show the
students a sheet of paper and ask them to suggest how force can act on it.
After listening to their responses you can explain the effects of forces.
Crumple the paper to demonstrate that force can change the shape of an
object.
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•	A force can change the direction of an object. What does a driver do when
he wants the bus to turn? He applies force to change the direction of the bus.
•	A force can speed up a moving object. What do you do when you want your
bicycle to go faster? You apply more force on the pedals.
•	A force can decrease the speed or even stop a moving object. What do you
do when you want to slow down or stop the bicycle? You apply a force on
its brakes.
•	Ask the students to try moving the toy car on a smooth surface and then on
a rough surface. Ask them to observe on which surface the car moves faster
and on which it moves slower. The car will move faster on the smooth surface
because it has an even surface; it will move slower on the rough surface
because the surface is uneven.
•

Ask the students to read pages 58 to 59.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Explain that a push or a pull is a force that can make an object move. Ask the
students to name objects in the classroom that can be pushed or pulled. They
can list the items in their notebooks under two headings–objects that can be
pushed, objects that can be pulled. Ask them to list items from their homes in a
similar way. Ask the students to name the objects that require a lot of force /
not much force in order to be moved.
The force between two moving surfaces while they are in contact is called
friction. The amount of the force depends on the type of surface. Rough surfaces
have more friction than smooth, slippery surfaces. The students can be asked
to give examples of rough / smooth surfaces and predict which will present
greater friction.
Explain that friction plays many roles in our everyday lives. Think how vehicles
slow down or come to a complete stop. The brake pads use friction to slow or
stop the car. Friction is also very helpful in simple everyday activities such as
picking up a bottle, walking, pouring liquid into a container, carrying glasses and
cups on a tray. Other examples are:
1.	We can fix a nail in wood or a wall: it is the force of friction which holds the
nail.
2. A horse can pull a cart because friction furnishes a secure foothold for it.
3.	In certain sports activities, the amount of friction is increased or decreased
when necessary. Sports like football, basketball, and cricket involve running,
stopping, jumping, and kicking. Discuss how friction helps players.
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Class exercise (5 minutes)
Give exercise 1a as class work.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask the students questions to assess how much of the lesson has been
understood.

Homework
Exercise 2 parts a and b can be given as homework.

LESSON 2

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•

You can revise the previous lesson by asking the following questions:
What is force?
How can force affect an object? (Effects of force)
What is friction?
How is it produced?
Name three activities in which friction is helpful.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
•	Explain that friction is sometimes a problem because it can cause wear and
tear. Clothes and furniture wear away in places where they rub against other
surfaces. The tyres on cars wear away because of friction between them and
the road surface. Give examples of some situations and ask the students to
suggest ways to reduce friction.
•

Ask the students to read pages 60 and 61.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Explain that friction can be helpful in some situations, and a problem in others,
e.g. when machines do not run properly. Some ways to reduce friction are:
•
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•

Add a lubricant like oil between the two surfaces.

•	Car engines have closely fitting parts that move fast. For example, piston
rings in a cylinder move at several thousand revolutions a minute. In this
case, the engine would get very hot, and finally seize up, because of friction.
That is why it is essential to oil the engine so that it lubricates the moving
parts to reduce friction and lower the overall engine temperature.
•

Use ball bearings in equipment and machines.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Refer to the series of photographs on page 60. Ask the students to say which
floor would produce the most friction—the marble floor, the wooden floor, or the
carpeted floor.
Revise the lesson’s main point.

Homework
Students can write the answers for questions 2 parts a to c.

LESSON 3

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	Ask the students what happens to a ball when it is thrown up in the air. The
answer will be that it falls to the ground. Ask them to explain why this
happens.
•

Ask them to look up the meaning of gravity, mass and weight in the glossary.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 62 to 63
•

Assess the students’ ideas about gravity by asking the following questions:
What is gravity?
Where is gravity?
What does gravity do?

•

Give the students time to explain their ideas. List the responses on the board.

•	Ask them why ripe fruits always fall to the ground and do not fly up into the
air? Explain that a ball or fruits fall to the earth because of gravity.
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•

Introduce mass and weight.

•

The students should read the text on pages 62 to 63.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Gravity is the force that exists between any two objects that have mass. Weight
is a measure of the force of gravity pulling on an object. Some people think that
the mass of an object and its weight are one and the same, probably because
we weigh things to determine their mass. But weight and mass are not the same.
The weight of an object depends on how strongly gravity is pulling on it. An object
will weigh less when the gravitational force on it is weaker (for example on the
Moon or in space), even though its mass has not changed.
Mass is the total amount of matter in the body. A person’s mass will not change
physically no matter where he or she may be in the Universe. The body will
remain the same; it will not undergo any change. You will be the same shape as
you are on Earth. The only time the mass will change is when a person grows
in height and weight. When the weight or height increases or decreases, the
body mass changes.
You can narrate the story of Sir Isaac Newton’s exploration of the force of gravity.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask the following questions to assess the students’ understanding
What is gravity and where is it found?
What does gravity do?
Is gravity the force of attraction of the Earth?
What is the difference between mass and weight?
What will change when you go to another planet–the mass or weight? Explain
why.

Homework
Exercises 1a and 2 d can be given as homework.

LESSON 4

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	We normally presume that when an object is stationary, there is no force
acting on it. This can serve as a basis for teaching balanced and unbalanced
forces.
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• Give examples of a stationary car or a book lying on the table.
•	Ask a couple of students to arm wrestle. See who wins and explain the
reason.
• Ask the students to look up the meaning of inertia in the glossary.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)

Pages 63 to 65
•	Refer to the example of tug of war and ask if they have participated in the
sport. Explain that it is a contest comprising of two teams that pull on opposite
ends of a rope until one drags the other over a central line.
•	Arrange a tug of war game between groups of students. Team A pulls with
all its strength. Team B is also pulling with an equal amount of force but from
the opposite direction. They are balanced. This is because each team is
pulling the other with equal force.
• Ask the students to read the text on pages 63 to 65.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)

When the forces on an object are equal and in opposite directions, they are said
to be balanced and there is no change in motion. This means that the forces on
the rope are balanced. When this happens, the rope will not move either way.
When the forces acting on an object are balanced, there is no change. To win
the game, one team must apply more force than the other team.
At the start of the game, both teams pulled equally hard on opposite ends of the
rope. The two teams pulled with balanced forces. After a while one team begins
to get tired. It pulls with less force. The other team pulls with even more force
and pulls the first team across the line, and wins the game.
When one team exerts more force it means that the forces are unbalanced.
When this happens, the speed and/or direction of the object will change;
otherwise there is no change in motion. When the motion of an object changes,
it means the forces are unbalanced. Therefore if something starts to move, it
must be because unbalanced forces are acting on it. Unbalanced forces can
make an object at rest start moving, make a moving object stop, or change the
direction and speed of the objects.
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Give your own input about inertia. Explain that an object at rest tends to stay at
rest and an object in motion tends to stay in motion. It means that if an object
is moving it will keep moving until and unless some force such as friction is
applied to it in order to stop it, An object will remain still until and unless some
force such as a push or a pull is applied to move it. This property of matter is
called inertia.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask the students to define each term learned in the lesson.

Homework
Ask the students to complete exercises 4 and 5 at home.
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Simple machines
Teaching objectives
• to define a simple machine
• to demonstrate how a wedge and an inclined plane are used in daily life
• to compare the three kinds of lever using examples
•	to explain how the lever makes work easier by giving examples of its uses
in daily life

Key vocabulary
machine, inclined plane, wedge, lever, fulcrum, pivot, load, effort

Materials required
•
•
•
•

tin with inset lid (e.g. can of paint)
screw driver
scissors
knife

LESSON 1

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	Display a can and / or a container with an inset lid and ask a student to open
it using his / her fingers only. It may prove to be difficult.
•	Next write the names of the following items on the board: coin, scissors,
screwdriver, knife, can opener, and key.
• Ask the students to suggest which item could be used to open the can.
• Ask them why they would prefer to use that particular item?
• Discuss the importance of all the methods.
•	Ask the students to look up the meaning of ‘machine’ in the glossary or
dictionary.
• Inquire whether the item used to open the can is a machine or not.
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Developmental activity (5 minutes)
Pages 67 to 71
•	The students should look up the meanings of lever, fulcrum, effort, and load
in the glossary.
•	Then the text on page 69 can be read out. Discuss the two pictures showing
the man trying to move a big rock. Which picture shows the task being
performed easily? Draw a diagram of a lever on the board and label it with
effort, fulcrum, and load.
•	Refer to the pictures on pages 69 and 70. Three people are using a lever in
three different situations. Look at them carefully and identify the fulcrum,
effort and load in each case. Help the students to identify the three parts of
the lever in each case.
•

Ask the students to read pages 67 to 71.

Teacher’s input (15 minutes)
Introduce the term simple machine. Explain that many tasks performed every
day require the use of tools. These tools can be as simple as forks and spoons
to help us eat, or as complicated as cars and aeroplanes to help us travel. Why
use these tools? This is to make our work faster and easier. Tools or devices
which help in our work and make it easier and faster are known as machines.
When they are made up of few or no moving parts they are known as simple
machines.
The can was difficult to open with bare hands but using a tool made it easier;
therefore the tool is a simple machine. Ask the class to identify simple machines
in the classroom.
There are many simple machines which we use in our daily activities. In this unit
we will learn about three simple machines. Screwdrivers, scissors, and knives
are all simple machines; they can all be used to open the lid of a can. Such
machines are called levers.
Explain that according to the position of the effort, fulcrum, and load there are
three types of lever.

Class work (5 minutes)
Exercise 3, parts a, b, and c can be completed in class.

Summing up (10 minutes)
As a recall exercise 4 can be completed.
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Homework
Exercise 1 and Exercise 2, parts a, b, and c can be given as homework.
Give the students some more examples of levers as below and ask them to
identify the effort, fulcrum, and load in each.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

a broom
oar of a boat
a bottle cap opener
a coin used to open the battery compartment of a toy
a claw hammer
a pole to lift / move a heavy object

LESSON 2

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•

Ask the following questions to recall the last session.
What do you mean by a machine?
Why is a simple machine called simple?
What is a lever? What does it do?
What are the three parts of a lever?
How many types of lever are there? Name them.

Where are the fulcrum, effort, and load of each type of lever located?

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 71 to 73
• Draw a house on top of a sloping hill.
• Ask the students what kind of road one would build to reach the house.
•	Show them the pictures of the slide, the flyover ramp and the stairs on
page 72.
•	Next, refer to the illustrations on page 73 and ask them to tell you about these
simple machines.
• Read the text on pages 71 to 73.
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Teacher’s input (15 minutes)
Explain the inclined plane: inclined means tilted or slanted; a plane is anything
that is large and flat, like a cricket ground. An inclined plane is a large flat object
that is tilted so that it goes from a lower point to a higher one. Ask the students
to now describe the kind of road required to reach the house.
Explain that an inclined plane is a plane surface set at an angle. The inclined
plane is used for moving a load; it can roll or slide up and down over it easily.
We often use inclined planes in our daily lives. Ramps, sloping roads, and slides
in the playground are examples of inclined planes. When building roads over
hilly terrain, engineers build the slopes as inclined planes. The road that we travel
on when going up a hill is an inclined plane.

Activity for wedge
Draw on the board a tree with a big trunk. Ask how it could be cut down! Which
tool could be used to cut the tree into smaller pieces for fire wood?
Now introduce the simple machine called the wedge. Look up its meaning in the
glossary. Explain that a wedge is used for separating two objects. It can also
split an object into two parts.
A wedge is made up of two inclined planes. These planes meet and form a sharp
edge. The sharp edge helps to push and split. It can cut objects into smaller
parts. An axe, nails, knives, and even a pair of knitting needles are examples of
wedges. The blades of a pair of scissors act as paired wedges.

Class work (5 minutes)
Exercise 3, parts d and e can be completed in class.
Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask the students questions about inclined planes and wedges to assess their
understanding. Ask them to complete Exercise 5 as a recall session.
Homework
Exercise 2, parts d to h can be given as homework.
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Light
Teaching objectives
• to differentiate between luminous and non-luminous objects
•	to identify and differentiate between transparent, opaque, and translucent objects
• to investigate that light rays travel in straight lines
• to explain the formation of shadows and eclipses
•	to predict the location, size, and shape of a shadow from a light source
relative to the position of objects
• to identify different phases of the moon
• to explain the scientific principle behind a pinhole camera

Key vocabulary
luminous, non-luminous, transparent, opaque, translucent, pinhole camera,
shadow, crescent, gibbous, rotation, revolution

Materials required
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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torch
sheet of white paper
sticky tape
piece of wood
piece of clear glass
piece of wax paper
shoe box with a lid
sheet of black paper or aluminum foil
scissors
needle or a drawing pin
sheet of tracing
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Advanced preparation
A month before starting this unit, assign your students the task of observing the
moon each night. They should record their observations along with a drawing
and date for each night. There should be a 29 days cycle observation of the
moon. Ask for regular updates.

LESSON 1

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
• On the board list a few sources of light with the help of students.
• Ask where light comes from.
• Ask how certain things provide us with light.
•	Ask them which natural source of light would help them to see things if they
were stranded at night on a dark highway.
• Ask how the moon gives us light.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 76 to 78
•	Introduce the terms luminous and non-luminous objects. The students can
look up the meanings in the glossary.
•	The students can classify the sources of light listed on the board earlier into
luminous and non-luminous objects.
•	The students can look up the meanings of transparent, opaque, and
translucent in the glossary.
•

Ask the students to read pages 76 to 78.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
The activity on page 77 can be performed to teach the concepts of transparent,
opaque, and translucent materials.
If you have the necessary materials, the activity can be performed in groups. If
the materials are not available, it can be a teacher demonstration.
Set up the materials as described in the activity. Ask the students to draw a table
like the one below in their notebooks.
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Items

Prediction

Observation

piece of clear glass
piece of wood
piece of waxed paper
Ask the questions given at the end of the activity. Now ask the students which
term can be applied to each material used in the activity.
Explain the terms transparent, opaque, and translucent as given in the text.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask the students to share what they have learnt about the sources of light.
Into how many classes they can be classified?
What are luminous and non-luminous objects?
What is a transparent, translucent or an opaque material?

Homework
Give exercise 1 for homework.

LESSON 2

1 period

Motivational activity (10 minutes)
•	Draw on the board a source of light e.g. an electric bulb. Draw an object in
front of the bulb.
•
•

Ask the students to point out the path the light would take to reach the object.
Ask a student volunteer to come to the board and draw the path.

•	Ask how the light would reach the first object if another object was placed in
the middle of the path. What results from this?
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Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 79 to 80
Use the activity on page 79 to explain that light travels in straight lines. The
materials required for the activity are simple and easily available and can be
supplied for group work.
Help the students with the activity.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Discuss the activity – why was the flame of the candle not visible when the straw
was bent?
Explain that it is because light always travels in straight lines. If an opaque object
blocks its way, it cannot move round it.
Now ask the students what they would see behind an opaque object that had
blocked the light rays from reaching a further object. Listen to their responses.
It will be interesting to note whether anybody suggests that a shadow will be
formed.
Shadows are formed because light travels in straight lines. The size of the
shadow changes depending on where the light source and object are placed.
When the object is close to the light source, more light is blocked and a larger
shadow is formed. When the object is far away from the light source, a smaller
shadow is formed because less light is blocked.
Demonstrate the activity on page 80. Ask volunteers to help you in this activity.
They can draw the shadow diagrams.
After the activity the students can read the textbook, keeping the focus on the
text about shadow formation.

Summing up
Summarize the lesson by asking the following questions:
How would you demonstrate that light travels in straight lines?
Which types of objects form shadows?
When are shadows larger?
When are shadows smaller?

Homework
Exercise 2, part b can be given as homework.
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LESSON 3

1 period

Advanced preparation
It is best to prepare the pinhole camera in advance so that it can be used in
this lesson.

Motivational activity (10 minutes)
• Show the students the pinhole camera.
•	Explain the steps as given on page 84 to explain how it can be made at
home.

Developmental activity (20 minutes)
Pages 83 to 85
•
•

Invite the students one by one to use the camera.
Give them different objects that they can place in front of the camera.

Teacher’s input (10 minutes)
Explain that the pinhole camera is based on the property that light travels in
straight lines. An inverted image is formed on the screen.

Summing up
Recall the concept that light travels in a straight line and the working of the
pinhole camera.

Homework
Exercise 3, part c can be given as homework.

LESSON 4
1st period
Motivational activity (10 minutes)
•
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Ask the students if they have ever observed an eclipse?
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•
•

What happens during solar and lunar eclipses?
Note the responses.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 82 to 83
•
•

The students should look up the meanings of revolution and rotation.
Ask the students to read the text on pages 82-83.

Teacher’s input (15 minutes)
Explain that the Earth performs two different movements. One is on its own axis,
like a top. This movement is called rotation or spin. The other is the movement
round the Sun in its orbit. This is called revolution.
The Moon also revolves round the Earth. During this movement a time comes
when the Moon, the Earth, and the Sun all are in straight line in such a way that
the Moon is between the Earth and the Sun.
Since the Moon is an opaque object, it blocks the rays of the Sun from reaching
the Earth. (Draw a diagram on the board.) The result is that the Moon’s shadow
falls on the surface of the Earth. This is called a solar eclipse.
During the orbit when the Earth comes between the Sun and the Moon, the Sun’s
rays do not reach the Moon because the Earth is an opaque object and it blocks
the Sun’s rays from reaching the Moon. As a result the Earth’s shadow falls on
the surface of the Moon. This is called a lunar eclipse. (Draw the diagram on the
board.)

Summing up (5 minutes)
Homework
Give exercise 4 as homework.

2nd period
Motivational activity (10 minutes)
•	The record of the observation of the phases of the Moon that the students
have maintained will be used in this lesson. Ask them what they have noticed
in their observations of the Moon during the past 29 nights.
Was the Moon the same each night? How was it different?
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Why did it appear to keep changing its shape every night?
	Was there any night when the Moon was not visible? If ‘yes’ then why did
this happen?
Where did the Moon disappear to?

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 85 to 86
•	Ask the students to recall what they learned about the movement of the Earth
and the Moon in the previous lesson.
•	Reinforce the concept that Moon does not have its own light: it reflects the
light from the Sun.
•

Ask them to look carefully at the picture of the phases of the Moon.

•

Ask them to read the text on pages 85 to 86.

Teacher’s input (15 minutes)
Explain that the Earth orbits the Sun in about 365 days. The Earth rotates on its
axis and completes one rotation in about twenty-four hours. The Moon orbits the
Earth in about twenty-eight days. The positions of the Earth, Sun, and Moon
affect the phases of the Moon and the part visible to us on Earth, because the
Moon does not produce its own light, it reflects the light from the Sun.
We are able to see the Moon from Earth because the Sun’s light shines on it.
The sunlit part of the Moon is the phase or shape of the Moon that we see. (The
rest of the Moon is in shadow.) We see a different part of the Moon lit up by the
Sun depending on our position on the Earth. The different phases of the Moon
have been given names that describe their appearance and their place in the
cycle.
You should also explain that the Moon is present in the sky during the day as
well as night; it is possible to see it at dusk and in the early morning.

Summing up (5 minutes)
As a recall session, ask the students to complete exercises 5 and 6.

Homework
Ask the students to do the exercise 2, part a as homework.
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Electricity
Teaching objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•

to
to
to
to
to
to

define current electricity
explain the flow of current in an electrical circuit
describe a fuse and explain its importance in an electrical circuit
define circuit and fuse
explain the production of static electrical charges
explain the phenomenon of lightning.

Key vocabulary
battery terminal, circuit, closed circuit, electric current, electrical energy,
electricity, open circuit conductor, insulator, fuse, atom, electric charge, static
electricity

Materials required
•
•
•
•
•
•

fuse
burned fuse (optional)
insulated copper wires
battery
mini bulbs with holders
sticky tape

Lesson 1

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	You can have a brainstorming session; the following questions will help you
assess the students’ knowledge of electricity.
What is electricity?
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Where do we use electricity?
Which things that we use work by electricity?
Where is electricity found?
What does electricity do?
•	Electricity is very common in our daily lives. A wall clock runs on electricity
which is provided by one or two battery cells. Fans, irons, and other
appliances use electrical power supplied by a company.
•	Electricity can also be found in the open during a thunder storm. We hear a
loud sound and see lightning. The lightning is electricity.
• Electricity can produce light, heat, sound, and movement.

Developmental activity (5 minutes)
Pages 89 to 91
•	Students should look up the meanings of atom, electron, neutron, proton,
neutral, and circuit in the glossary or a dictionary.
• Read the text on pages 89 to 90 with the students.

Teacher’s input (15 mintues)
Explain the atom and its components.
Usually, atoms have the same number of electrons and protons. In this case the
atom has no charge, it is said to be neutral. But if objects are rubbed together,
electrons can move from one atom to another. Some atoms gain extra electrons;
these have a negative charge. Other atoms lose electrons; they have a positive
charge.
Continue to explain each topic as you read the text. Take a while to ask questions
about what has been explained.
Explain the text given in the fact box. To make electrons flow from atom to atom,
special materials are required. Such materials allow electrons to pass through
them. They are called conductors. Silver, copper, and gold are examples of
conductors.
Explain what current electricity is. The other way in which electrons can move is
when two objects are brought close to each other, or rubbed against one another.
In this case the electrons do not move from atom to atom like current. Instead,
some electrons jump towards the other object. This is called static electricity.

Class work (10 minutes)
The activity on page 91 can be performed to demonstrate the flow of electricity
through a circuit.
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Summing up (5 minutes)
Now ask the following questions to assess students’ understanding of the lesson.
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is an atom?
What is an atom made up of?
Where are electrons, protons, and neutrons found?
What kind of electric charges do neutrons, electrons, and protons carry?
When do electric charges repel and attract each other?
What is the difference between current and static electricity?

Homework
Exercises 1 and 2a can be given as homework.

LESSON 2

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•	It is best to begin the lesson with a review of the important ideas and
terminology from the previous lesson so that the students can refresh their
memories.
•	Explain to the students that they cannot see electricity because electrons,
the negatively charged particles, are too small to be seen even with a
microscope. When electrons flow, they form an electrical current. Electrical
current provides energy to operate all kinds of appliances, from video games
to refrigerators and trains!
•	Ask the students whether they have noticed the electric bulbs in their homes
suddenly become very bright and sometimes very dim. Why does this
happen? Is it harmful for the appliances in our homes? Why or how?

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 92
•	The students can look up the meaning of fuse in the glossary or dictionary.
•	Explain that we use electricity safely every day, but sometimes it can be quite
dangerous. At times, the bulbs in our homes suddenly become too bright and
sometimes too dim. This is due to fluctuation in the supply of electricity. This
can create problems, especially for electrical appliances. If the current is low,
these appliances will not work. If the current is high, they can overheat and
may even catch fire, which can lead to serious damage.
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Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
In order to avoid the damage caused by a high flow of electricity, a device is
used. The device is known as a fuse. A fuse is a thin piece of wire designed to
carry a certain amount of current. It can only take a fixed amount of current. It
is placed between the source of electricity and the appliance. If more than the
fixed amount of current passes through this thin wire, it gets hot enough to melt,
thus breaking the circuit. As a result, no current can pass through it and the
appliance stops working.
While fuses in our home protect us from electric shocks, they also protect
electrical appliances from damage.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Review the term circuit; you could draw several different configurations of the
battery, bulb and wires on the board and ask the students:
Which of the drawings shows a circuit that would light the bulb?
Which shows a circuit in which the bulb will not light up?
Summarize the explanation of a fuse.
Note: Advise the students never to experiment with electricity from a mains outlet
as it is extremely dangerous.
Ask them to bring a plastic ruler or comb with them to the next lesson.

Homework
Give exercise 2b as homework.

LESSON 3
Motivational activity (5 minutes)
• Ask the students to recall what they learned in the previous science lessons.
•	Explain that they are going to learn about an interesting type of electricity
called static electricity. The meaning of static can be looked up.
• Ask them to look up lightning in the glossary.

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Page 93
•	Ask the students what sometimes happens when they pull off their sweater
in winter: their hair stands on end.
•
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Ask them to read the text from the topic Static Electricity on page 92.
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Teacher’s input (15 minutes)
Explain the text on page 93.
Provide the students with strips of used paper to tear into tiny pieces. Now ask
them to take out their plastic ruler or comb and rub it against their hair, and then
bring it near to the bits of paper. Encourage them to think what attracted the
paper to the comb.
Ask the students to recall what they learned earlier about the charges of atomic
particles. Explain that when a comb is rubbed against hair, it becomes charged.
As the charged comb is brought near to the bits of paper, it attracts them. This
happens because there is an imbalance between the negative and positive
charges on the surfaces of the objects. This is due to static electricity.
Ask the students if they have seen a spark in the sky during a storm. What
causes it?
During stormy weather, clouds rub against one another causing electrons to
move, and heating the air between the clouds. Sometimes the air gets very hot
and starts to glow. This is a spark; when there is a bright flash accompanied by
thunder it is called lightning.
Lightning can cause damage to property or people on Earth.

Summing up (10 minutes)
Let the students work out exercises 3 and 4 as an assessment and as revision
of the entire unit.

Homework
Give exercise 2c as homework.
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Magnets
Teaching objectives
• to define magnetic field
•	to conduct an experiment to show the magnetic field of a bar magnet to make
an electromagnet with the help of a cell, iron nail, and wire and show it
working
• to explore different electromagnetic devices used in daily life
• to explain the Earth’s magnetic field and relate it to a magnetic compass
• to make a magnetic compass and show its working

Key vocabulary
magnetic field, electromagnet, magnetic compass

Materials required
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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bar magnet
sheet of paper
iron filings
pencil
magnetic compass
battery cell
long length of insulated wire
iron nail
straight pins or paper clips

1
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LESSON 1

Motivational Activity (5 minutes)

1 period

•	You can begin the lesson with a brainstorming session. The students may
have learned about magnets in a previous class.
• The following questions will help you assess their knowledge.
What is a magnet?
Where have you seen magnets?
Are magnets all one size and shape?
Where do we use magnets?

Developmental activity (15 minutes)
Pages 96 to 97
•	Write the key vocabulary on the board and ask the students to look up the
meanings.
• Perform the activity on page 97.
•	The activity can be performed in groups if the necessary materials can be
provided. If materials are unavailable, it will be a teacher demonstration. The
students can assist you by reading the instructions in the textbook as you
follow them.
• Discuss the questions at the end of the activity.

Teacher’s input (15 minutes)
Explain that a magnetic field is an invisible force that surrounds a magnet. This
field is normally focused along two poles. The poles are usually designated as
north and south. In the activity they observed the interesting pattern that resulted
due to the magnetic field of the magnet.
Explain that any magnetic field is actually invisible to us. The iron filings line up
in reaction to the magnetic field, and show the lines of magnetic force—the
“attraction” that occurs between the two opposite poles (north and south) of the
magnet. The lines of force in a magnetic field travel from north to south—much
the same way as an electric current flows from negative to positive (opposite
charges attract).
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Summing up (5 minutes)
Ask the students to draw a bar magnet in their science note books, and label its
north and south poles and show the lines of magnetic force. Make sure that they
draw arrows in the right direction, that is lines leaving the north pole and going
towards the south pole.

Homework
Give Exercise 1 as homework.

LESSON 2

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
•

1 period

Recap the previous session. The following questions will help you.
What is a magnetic field?
What is the direction of the lines of magnetic force?

Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 97–98
Ask the students to name the biggest magnet that they have seen. Would they
believe it if they were told that they are living on a gigantic magnet?

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
It is our home planet Earth. But how is it a huge magnet? The text on pages
97-98 should be read out in class. Point out the North and South Poles on a
globe if available or draw one on the board. After the reading is completed ask
the following questions.
•
•
•
•
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On which layer of the Earth do we live?
What is the centre of the Earth composed of?
What creates the Earth’s magnetic field?
Why does the Earth behave like a big magnet?
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Now perform the activity on pages 98-99 for a better understanding of the Earth’s
magnetic field. Follow the procedure given in the book.

Summing up (5 minutes)
The students can now do exercise 4 as a recall exercise.

Homework
Give Exercise 2 as homework.

LESSON 3

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
Recap the previous lesson.

Developmental activity (5 minutes)
Pages 99 to100
•	Ask the students where they have used magnets or seen them in use. Write
their responses on the board. They will probably know that magnets are used
in cars, for example in the power door locks, in homes e.g. door bell,
television, refrigerator, etc.
•

Ask the students to read pages 99 to 100.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
You can provide input about the use of magnets in the medical field. Explain that
in hospitals magnets are used to observe the organs and structures inside the
body. This technique is called MRI which is the acronym for Magnetic Resonance
Imaging. An MRI machine uses a magnetic field and special waves called radio
waves to create detailed images of the body. An MRI is performed for many
reasons. It is used to detect infection and injuries, bleeding, tumours, blood
vessel diseases, etc. An MRI may show problems that cannot be seen with other
imaging methods.
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Follow the procedure for the activity on pages 100-101 of the textbook. After the
activity you can ask the following questions:
•
•
•
•

What are electromagnets?
Where are electromagnets used?
What creates the magnetic field in the experiment?
How can the strength of an electromagnet be increased or decreased?

Summing up (10 minutes)
As an assessment and also to recall, give the class exercises 5 and 6.

Homework
Give exercise 3 as homework.
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Soil
Teaching objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•

to
to
to
to
to
to

describe the characteristics of soil
identify the similarities and differences between different types of soil
describe the components of soil
describe the effect of moisture on soil characteristics
compare the absorption of water by different soils
describe how living things affect soil and are affected by it

Key vocabulary
soil, topsoil, humus, subsoil, bedrock, sand, clay, loam

Material
•
•
•
•

sheets of paper
samples of soil (example: garden soil, sand, and clay)
magnifying glass
toothpicks

LESSON 1

Motivational activity (5 minutes)

1 period

Engage the students in a discussion about soil; you can ask the following
questions:
What is soil?
Where do you find soil?
	Do you think there is a difference between dirt and soil? Which is useful and
which may be harmful?
What do you think soil is composed of?
Is soil important for us? How?
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Developmental activity (10 minutes)
Pages 103 to 104
•	The students can first look up the meanings of the key words in the glossary
or dictionary.
•	They should now study the diagram of soil on page 104 of the textbook and
describe it in their own words, for example the colour and structure of the
different layers of the soil.

Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Write the following questions on the board.
How much of the Earth is covered by water and how much by land?
Where is soil found on Earth?
How does soil help living things?
What is soil made up of?
What are the three layers of soil given in the unit?
What does each layer of soil consist of?
Which layer of soil is best for growing plants? Why?
Which layer of soil is worst for growing plants? Why?
The students should be given enough time to read the text on pages 103 to 104.
After they have done so, take each question one by one and ask any student to
answer.

Summing up (5 minutes)
Recall the main points of the lesson.

Homework
Give exercises 1 and 2a and 2b as homework.
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LESSON 2

Motivational activity (5 minutes)

1 period

Ask the students to recall what they learned in the previous lesson.

Developmental activity (20 minutes)
Pages 104 to 106
•	The activity on page 105 will be performed in this session. Give the students
clear instructions about what they will be doing and how they should work in
the group. Also ask them to read carefully the instructions given in the book.
•	Divide the students into groups and give them the materials. Each group
should have a set of sheets of paper, samples of soil (example: garden soil,
sand, and clay), magnifying glass and toothpicks.
•	Set an appropriate time for completing the activity. Move round the groups
in order to monitor them during the activity and to answer any queries they
may have.

Teacher’s input (10 minutes)
After the students have completed the activity you can ask the following
questions:
Which soil feels smooth and silky?
Which sample feels rough?
Which sample is sticky and leaves stains on your fingers?
The text about the types of soil should be read out and the students should
identify the soil to which each sample belongs.
Read the last paragraph of the unit and discuss how living things affect the soil.

Summing up (5 minutes)
The students should be able to describe in their own words the differences
between clay, loam, and sand.
How are living things and soil helpful to each other?

Homework
Give exercises 2c and 2d and exercises 3 and 4 as homework.
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Space
Teaching objectives
• to explain the difference between a star and a planet
• to explain that the Sun is a star
•	to describe the Solar System and its planetary arrangement showing the
position of the Earth
• to explain the relative size of the planets and their distance from the Sun
• to compare the sizes of the Sun, the Earth, and the Moon
• to investigate the moons of different planets of the Solar System

Key vocabulary
Solar System, dwarf planet, asteroid, nuclear fusion, telescope, Mercury, Venus,
Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune

Materials required
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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card sheets
coloured pencils
markers
scissors
string
glue
tape
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Advanced preparation
Make information sheets. Draw the different planets on sheets of card, colour
the planets and cut them out. On different sheets write the basic information
about the planets but do not write their names. Instead, prepare different captions
for the planets. Display the planets’ cut-outs on the walls of the classroom. Paste
each planet’s information next to its cut out picture. This display will be used in
your lesson as an evaluation.
After completing Lesson 1, divide the class into groups and give each group a
caption of the planet’s name. The group members should read the information
pasted on the wall sheets and paste their caption on the correct planet. This is
also a nice way to decorate the classroom. Use of display material during lessons
enhances student interest.

LESSON 1

1 period

Motivational activity (5 minutes)
Begin with brainstorming on what is meant by the universe. Ask the students to
look up the meaning in the dictionary; ask them to draw their idea of the universe
in their notebooks. Some students can be asked to share and discuss their
drawings with the class.

Developmental activity (5 minutes)
Pages 108 to 110
The students should look up the meanings of the key vocabulary in the dictionary
or glossary.

Teacher’s input (25 minutes)
Ask them to read the text to discuss the answers of these questions:
•	What is the Solar System? (Solar means ‘of the Sun’. It consists of eight
planets and their moons. The planets move round the Sun.)
•	What is the centre of the Solar System? (The Sun is the centre of the Solar
system.)
•	How is a planet different from the Sun? (The Sun is a star. A star is a big
ball of hot gases. It gives off heat as well as light. This is the result of
chemical reactions that take place in it. A planet is a large body in space that
moves in a fixed path round a star which is called the orbit. Simultaneously
it also rotates on its axis. A planet reflects the light of the star around which
it revolves. It does not produce its own light.)
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•	What makes a star give out both heat and light? (A chemical reaction in the
star called nuclear fusion produces both heat and light.)
•

What is a telescope? (an instrument used to see far off objects)

•

How many planets are there in our Solar System? (eight)

•	What makes an object in space a planet? (In order to qualify as a planet the
body or object should have these three characteristics: be spherical in shape
and exert gravity; it should revolve round the Sun in a fixed orbit; and it
should be the largest object in the path of the orbit.)

Summing up (5 minutes)
Recall key points from the lesson.

Homework
Give exercises 1 and 2a and 2b as homework.

LESSON 2

Motivational activity (5 minutes)

1 period

Ask the students to name the eight planets.

Developmental activity (5 minutes)
Pages 110 to 112
As a refresher, write this mnemonic on the board to help the students remember
the names of the planets in the correct order.
My Very Easy Method Just Speeds Up Names.
My
Very

Easy
Method
Just
Speeds
Up
Names
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M = Mercury
V = Venus
E = Earth
M = Mars
J = Jupiter
S = Saturn
U = Uranus
N = Neptune
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Teacher’s input (20 minutes)
Divide the students into groups. The number of groups depends on your
convenience. There can be four groups and each can be assigned two planets
to work on. Or the students can work in pairs. The groups / pairs should first fill
out the table given in exercise 2f; it can be completed directly in the textbooks
in pencil.
Now give captions of the planets’ names to each group/pair. Ask them to read
the information displayed on the wall and paste their captions on the correct wall
sheet.

Summing up (10 minutes)
Exercises 3 and 4 can be done as a recall session.
Also as a recall you can refer to the Think and tell and fact box sections in the
unit.
•	Why Pluto is no longer considered to be a planet? (Pluto does not qualify as
a planet according to the latest definition of a planet. It exhibits the first two
characteristics of a planet: it is spherical and orbits the Sun. But it is not the
largest object in its orbit. For this reason it is no longer considered a planet.)
•	What other objects are found in the Solar System? (There are also dwarf
planets, comets, asteroids, and other bodies. These are part of the Solar
System too.)

Homework
Ask the class to complete exercises 2c to 2e as homework.
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Worksheet A
Tick ( ) the correct answer.
1.	Which of the following animals belong to the same class of vertebrates as
the pigeon?

a.

b.

c.

d.

2.	Which of the following animals belong to the same class of vertebrates as
this frog?

a.
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b.

c.

d.

Photocopiable material

Worksheet A (continued)
3.	Which of the following animals belong to the same class of vertebrates as
this elephant?

a.

b.

c.

d.

4.	Which of the following animals belong to the same class of vertebrates as
this alligator?

a.

b.

c.

d.

5.	Which of the following animals belong to the same class of vertebrates as
this fish?

a.
Photocopiable material

b.

c.

d.

1
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Worksheet B
1.	Use the given Venn diagram to write down the similarities and differences
between animals and plants.
Animals

Plants

2. Identify and label each plant part and state whether it is a monocot or a dicot.

		
a.

		
a.

		
a.

		
a.
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b.

		
b.

		
b.

		
b.

Photocopiable material

Worksheet C
Observations of the apples
Draw the appearance of the two apples at the start of the activity.

What will happen to the peeled apple after a few days?

Why do you think this will happen?

After five days…
Record your observation of the two apples. Are there any changes?

Give reasons for the changes.

Draw the appearance of the two apples after five days.

Photocopiable material

1
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Worksheet D
Observations for the slices of bread
Draw the appearance of the two slices of bread at the start of the activity.

What will happen to the slice of bread sealed in the plastic bag after a few days?

Why do you think this will happen?

After five days…
Record your observation of the two slices of bread. Are there any changes?

Give reasons for the changes.

Draw the appearance of the two slices of bread after five days.
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Photocopiable material

Worksheet E
Below is a list of items representing different states of matter.
Identify the state of matter and list each item under the appropriate heading:
solid, liquid, and gas.
pencil, blood, wind, juice, eraser, steam, apple, soup, bubbles in a soft drink,
bottle, milk, table, snow, rain, air, chocolate
Solid

Liquid

Gas

Photocopiable material

1
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Answers
Unit 1

1. a.	Classification is the systematic grouping of objects or information on the
basis of their similarities.
b.	Classification is important because it simplifies the task of finding a
particular item or information.
c. Some examples of classification from daily life are: (Answers will vary.)
		

1.	Books in the library are classified on different shelves according to
subject.

		

2.	Students in schools are classified into different grade levels according
to their age.

		

3.	Things in our homes are classified according to their use: for example,
clothes in the wardrobe, utensils in the kitchen.

		

4.	The items in shops are classified into various categories. For example
vegetables are displayed in separate groups according to type.

		

5.	In dictionaries, all the words are classified according to alphabetical
order.

d. The five animal kingdoms are: bacteria, algae, fungi, plants, and animals.
2. a.	Animals with backbones are vertebrates, for example frog, pigeon, and
fish.
b.	Animals without backbone are invertebrates, for example earth worm,
butter fly, and spider.
c.	The animals that maintain a constant body temperature are called warmblooded. Their body temperature does not change with the changing
temperature of their surroundings. Birds and mammals are warm-blooded.
d.	The animals that cannot maintain a constant body temperature are called
cold-blooded. Their body temperature changes with the surrounding
temperature. Reptiles, amphibians, and fish are cold-blooded animals.
3. a. nine living things
b.	vertebrates: boys, ducks, cat, dog, squirrels, frog, sparrows invertebrates:
earthworm, butterfly
c.	mammals: boys, cat, dog, squirrel; birds: sparrows, ducks; amphibian:
frog;
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Answers
		insect: butterfly, earthworm (worms); there are no fish or reptiles in this
illustration
4.	This should be solved in the class and reasons noted for each insect circled.
Please note all illustrations are of insects except that of the bird.
5. a. The similarities between a human being and an eagle:
		
		
		

1. They are both animals.
2. They are both vertebrates.
3. They are both warm-blooded.

		

The differences between a human being and an eagle are:
human being

		

belongs to mammals group
has hair on body
gives birth to live babies

eagle
belongs to bird group
has feathers on body
lays eggs with shells

		Encourage the students to think of some more points, for example the
difference in habitats, etc.
b. The similarities between a human being and a lion:
		
		
		
		
		
		

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

		

The differences between a human being and a lion are:

		

They
They
They
They
They
They

are both mammals.
are both vertebrates.
are both warm-blooded.
both have hair on their bodies.
both give birth to young ones.
both feed the babies on the milk they produce.

human being

lion

eats plants and meat
has two legs and two arms
does not have sharp claws

eats the flesh of other animals
has four legs.
has sharp claws used for grabbing prey

		Students can note other differences such as a human being can walk
upright but a lion cannot.

1
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Answers
6. Reproduce the table from the textbook and fill in.
Characteristics

Fish

Amphibians Reptiles

Birds

Mammals

have

have

have a skeleton
/ do not have a
skeleton

have

have

warm-blooded /
cold-blooded

cold
blooded

cold
blooded

live on land / water

water

land and
water

land

land

land

type of body
covering (fur,
feathers, scales,
skin)

scales

scales/skin

scales

feather

skin

breathe through
lungs / gills / skin

gills

gills/lungs

lungs

lungs

lungs

give birth to
babies / lay eggs

lay
eggs

lay
eggs

lay
eggs

lay
eggs

babies

produce milk to
do not
feed their babies / produce
do not produce milk
milk
example

gold
fish

do not
produce
milk
frog

have

cold
warm
blooded blooded

do not do not
produce produce
milk
milk
snake

crow

warm
blooded

produce
milk
man

Unit 2
Note: Students are required to give definitions and not descriptions. Students
should know that in science definition means writing the exact and accurate
terms only.
1. a.	
Angiosperms: Angiosperms are plants that have one seed or more
enclosed inside their fruits. Apple, mango, and orange are examples of
angiosperm plants.
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Answers
b. Gymnosperms: Gymno’ is a Greek word which means ‘naked’ and
‘sperm’ means ‘seed’. Thus gymnosperms are plants that have naked
seeds. This means that their seeds are not enclosed in fruits. Conifers,
pine, spruce, and fir belong to the gymnosperm group.
c.	
Monocotyledons: ‘Mono’ means ‘one’ and ‘cotyledons’ are ‘seed leaves’.
A monocot plant has seeds that have only one seed leaf. The seed cannot
be opened into two halves. Wheat and rice are examples of monocot seeds.
d.	
Dicotcotyledons: ‘Di’ means ‘two’. A dicotyledon plant has seeds with
two seed leaves that can be opened into two halves. Mango and almond
are examples of dicot seeds.
2. a. Differences between seedless and seed-bearing plants are:
Seedless plants

Seed-bearing plants

These plants do not produce seeds. These plants produce seeds.
		

They reproduce by spores.

They reproduce by seeds.

b.	We can identify a dicot plant by observing its features: the flower has
petals and sepals in multiples of five; the leaves have a net of veins; and
the plant has a tap root.
3.

Structure
seed leaf
root
flower
leaf

Monocots
one seed leaf

Dicots

Example

two seed leaves

monocot: maize
dicot: bean
fibrous roots
tap roots
monocot: garlic
dicot: carrot
sepals and petals sepals and petals monocot: lily
in multiples of
in multiples of
dicot: rose
three
four or five
veins run parallel a net of veins
monocot: banana tree
dicot: papaya tree

4. a. non-flowering; flowering
c. conifer, pine, spruce

b. spores
d. one, two

5. a. true
d. false

b. true
e. true

e. tap
c. false

1
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Answers
Unit 3

1. a.	micro-organism: micro is a word that comes from the Greek language
meaning ‘small’. Micro-organisms or microbes are living things that are
too small to be seen by the naked human eye.
b.	microscope: an instrument used to see tiny objects which are invisible to
the naked eye.
2. a. Bacteria are micro-organisms. They are found all around us.
b. Bacteria grow best in a warm, moist, dark, environment.
c.	Most bacteria are useful for us. Some break down dead organisms into
chemicals. This process is known as decomposition. A pile of dead leaves
in the garden is the food for millions of bacteria that feed on them. Slowly
the rotting leaves become part of the soil. They will act as nutrients for
other organisms living there.
		A type of bacteria is added to milk to make yoghurt. Cheese is made in
the same way. Some bacteria help in the digestion of plant matter like
hay and grass eaten by cows and buffalo. Some types of bacteria are
used in making antibiotic medicines and chemicals.
		Bacteria can also be harmful and cause diseases. Some bacteria cause
minor illnesses. Some are very dangerous. Serious diseases such as
cholera, typhoid, and tuberculosis are caused by bacteria. Tooth decay
is caused by bacteria if teeth are not brushed properly.
d.	Some diseases caused by viruses are colds, influenza, measles, and
chicken pox.
e.	We can reduce the risk of spreading or contacting viruses by adopting
healthy habits. Some ways to avoid harmful micro-organisms are:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1

Wash our hands with soap before and after having meals.
Wash our hands with soap and water after using the lavatory.
Cover our mouth with a handkerchief when sneezing or coughing.
Try not to be close to people who have an infection.
Wash fruits and vegetables before cooking or eating them.
Do not eat food that is not fresh or has not been cooked properly.
Brush our teeth after meals and before going to bed.

Answers
f.	Different kinds of fungus are used in the food industry. A type of fungus
is added to milk for making cheese. Certain kinds of fungus such as
mushrooms are eaten by people.
		Fungi play an important role in the decomposition of dead and decaying
matter. This can be fallen leaves and flowers, dead plants and animal
material. Like bacteria, they help break down rotting matter into chemicals.
These are absorbed in the soil and it is enriched. This provides
nourishment for other living organisms and plants to help them grow.
Fungi are very important to all life on Earth.
g. Fungi cause skin diseases like athlete’s foot and ringworm.
3.	We can avoid contracting diseases caused by bacteria and fungi by keeping
our environment clean and by handling food in a healthy, hygienic manner.
The two most common hygiene practices are: 1) washing hands and food
preparation areas with soap, and 2) cooking food and boiling drinking water.
4. a. microscope
d. mushrooms

b. germs
e. healthy; exercise

c. round

5. a. true
d. true

b. true
e. true

c. false

Unit 4
1. a.	embryo: a baby plant inside the seed which grows into an adult plant
under suitable conditions
b. cotyledon: the part of the seed underneath the seed coat
c.	monocot: a flowering plant such as corn, wheat, or a lily, having a single
cotyledon
d.	dicot: a flowering plant such as rose, hibiscus, or bean, having two cotyledons
e.	germination: the process by which the embryo begins to grow and
develop into a new plant if provided with suitable conditions.
2. a.	The conditions necessary for the seed to grow into a new plant are as
follows:
		1. oxygen
		 2. water
		 3. suitable temperature (warmth)

1
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Answers
b. The cotyledons provide food for the baby plant when it begins to grow.
c. Germination of bean seed:
		
		
		

•
•
•

The seed swells up and the cotyledons break into two halves.
The tap root system is easily observable.
The leaves have net venation.

		

Germination of maize seed:

		
		
		

•
•
•

It contains only one seed leaf so does not break into two halves.
The fibrous root system is easily observable.
The leaf emerges with parallel venation.

3.	The seeds will grow in jar B because the conditions are suitable. Jar A is
closed with a lid so it cannot get oxygen. The seeds in jar C cannot get
oxygen because the layer of oil will stop the air reaching them.
4. a. coat, embryo, cotyledon
c. cotyledon or seed leaf
e. root, stem

b. scar
d. germination

5. a. false
d. true

b. true
e. false

c. true

Unit 5
1. a.	Pollution is the presence of harmful or poisonous substances in the air,
water, or soil. The three types of pollution that we have learned about in
this unit are land, water, and air pollution.
b.	Plants use carbon dioxide and produce oxygen; as a result the
environment remains fresh and clean.
c.	An air pollutant called sulphur dioxide is produced in factories where coal
is burnt to produce energy. It is a poisonous gas that irritates the eyes
and lungs. It mixes with the water vapour in the air and forms sulphuric
acid. When this sulphuric acid dissolves in rain water it forms acid rain.
Acid rain can harm plants, animals, and buildings. Another cause of acid
rain is nitrogen dioxide, another poisonous gas. This is produced by motor
vehicles. This poisonous gas mixes with rain water and causes acid rain.
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d.	Land pollution is caused by domestic and nuclear waste, industrial waste,
deforestation, human sewage, mining and factories. The waste produced
by daily human activities, if not disposed of properly, can cause land
pollution.
e.	Recycling helps to reduce pollution because it saves resources and
energy.
2. a.	Biodegradable materials come from things that were once alive. For
example, paper comes from trees that were living before being cut down
for the paper industry. Biodegradable materials can be decomposed. This
is done by bacteria and other micro-organisms acting on them.
b.	Non-biodegradable materials are made from substances on which
bacteria cannot act. They never decompose and remain in the land.
Therefore, non-biodegradable materials cause much more pollution than
biodegradable materials.
c.	The substances that cause pollution are known as pollutants. These can
be poisonous gases, smoke, chemicals or other impurities.
3. a.

Plastic
water bottle
lunch box
pencil box
bowl
chair
table
shopping bag
plate
glass
mug
spoon

Paper

Metal

notebook
textbook
bag
plate
cup
newspaper

spoon
plate
fork
cooking pot
kettle

Glass
drinking glass
window pane
mirror
table top
medicine bottle
cup

b. The list of things made of plastic is the longest.
c.	These items come from different sources. For example plastic and glass
are made in factories. Paper is usually made from wood. Pure metals,
like silver and copper, are extracted from rocks in the Earth’s crust.
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d.	There are items made in factories where energy is used to convert the
materials into usable items. The fuel burnt in the process produces
pollution.
		Apart from paper, which is biodegradable, all the materials are nonbiodegradable. If they are not recycled, reused, or disposed of properly,
they will remain on the Earth forever, and cause pollution.
4

a. harmful or poisonous
c. sewage; industrial waste; oil spill

5. a. true
d. true

b. living
d. industrial
b. false
e. true

e. leaks
c. true

Unit 6
1. a. mass: The amount of matter in an object is called its mass.
b. volume: The amount of space taken by an object is called its volume.
c. matter: Anything that has mass and occupies space is called matter.
2. a.	Solids maintain their shape because their particles are tightly packed
together. They do not have space between them so they cannot move
from one place to another: instead they keep vibrating in their own places.
b.

Items
1. petrol

State

Reason

liquid

can take the shape of the container but has a
fixed volume
does not change its shape with change of
container; has a definite shape and volume
has neither a definite shape nor volume

2. handkerchief solid
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3. bubbles in
soft drink
4. cooking oil

gas

5. pen

solid

6. honey

liquid

7. book

solid

liquid

can take the shape of the container but has a
fixed volume
does not change its shape with change of
container; has a definite shape and volume
can take the shape of the container but has a
fixed volume
does not change its shape with change of
container; has a definite shape and volume

Answers
c.	When a physical change takes place, there is a change in the speed of
movement of the particles of matter. They either move faster or more
slowly depending on the amount of heat they gain or lose.
		The distances between the particles also change: they get closer to each
other or move further apart, depending on the amount of heat they gain
or lose.
d.	The water on Earth is moving all the time. It rises up into the air from
lakes, rivers, and seas. Then it moves to the land in the form of rain, and
then back to the oceans and seas. This process is called the water cycle.
		

Stages of the water cycle:

		

1.	The Sun heats the surface of the water. This causes water to
evaporate in the form of water vapour which rises up into the air.

		

2.	There it cools and condenses into liquid droplets. These droplets
combine and form clouds.

		

3.	As the clouds cool, the droplets combine further. They form bigger
drops and fall to the Earth as rain.

		

4.	Some of the rainwater soaks into the ground. Some travels in streams
and rivers to the oceans. This water evaporates and then condenses
and the water cycle continues.

e. Complete the following table.
Physical
changes

Energy Movement
Distance between
gained
of
particles
or lost particles

freezing

lost

slower

melting

gained

faster

condensation

lost

slower

evaporation

gained

fastest

Diagram
of
particles

closer to each
other
have some
distance between
them
very little distance
between them
far apart
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3. Students can draw any of the following:

Solid

Liquid

Gas

4. a. volume
d. heating or cooling

b. solid, liquid, gas
e. liquid is formed

c. physical

5. a. false
d. true

b. false
e. true

c. true

Unit 7
1. a. force: A push or a pull is called a force.
b. gravity: The force of attraction between two objects is called gravity.
c.	Forces occur in pairs and in opposite directions. If these forces are equal
they are called balanced forces. Balanced forces cause no change in
speed or direction of an object.
		If the forces which occur in pairs and in opposite directions are not
balanced they are called unbalanced forces. They can make an object
move, speed up, stop or change direction.
d.	inertia: Inertia is the quality of an object to maintain its state of rest or
uniform motion unless acted upon by an external force.
2. a.	Friction is a force which slows down or stops moving objects. It is
produced when two surfaces rub against each other. It is also produced
when two surfaces slide over each other or come in contact with one
another.
b. Three examples showing usefulness of friction:
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1. Walking: the friction between our shoes and the floor helps us to walk.
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2.	Car brakes: when applied, brakes cause friction which works on the
tyres and stops the car.

		

3. Camping: a fire can be started by rubbing stones together.

		Note to the teacher: There may be some other examples, so check each
and verify it.
c. The three situations where friction can cause problems are as follows:
		

1. Too much friction can make heavy objects hard to move.

		

2.	When objects rub against each other, the surfaces are worn away.
Friction with the ground causes the heels and soles of your shoes to
wear away.

		

3. Friction causes machines parts to wear out unless lubricated.

			

Friction can be reduced by:

			

1. Polishing surfaces to make them smooth and plain.

			

2. Lubricating surfaces and parts of machines with oil and grease.

			

3. Using ball bearings in equipment and machines.

d. The difference between mass and weight are as follows:
Mass

Weight

Mass is the amount of matter in
an object.

Weight is the force of gravity
acting on an object.

It is measured in kilogrammes.

It is measured in newtons.

It remains the same no matter
where in the universe you are.

It changes as you move from one
planet or celestial body to
another.

		
3. Fill in the blanks.
a. friction
d. kilogram
4. a. true
d. false

b. rough
e. unbalanced

c. attraction

b. false
e. true

c. true

1
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Unit 8

1. a. load: The load is the object that is moved by the lever.
b. effort: Effort is the force applied on a lever to raise or move an object.
c.	pivot and fulcrum: These are the two names used for the point on which
the lever is turned to move the load.
2. a.	A lever is a simple machine. It consists of a bar, a rod, or a board resting
on a turning point called a fulcrum or pivot. A lever consists of three parts:
effort, load, and fulcrum.
b.	Levers are helpful in our daily lives. They are used for raising objects or
for moving them from one place to another.
c.	Wheelbarrow, stapler, and can opener are some examples of levers that
are used in daily life.
d.	An inclined plane is a simple machine. The surface of the inclined plane
is slanted therefore the load can move or slide on it. The load can roll up
and down the inclined plane easily.
e.	We often use inclined planes in our daily lives. It is easier to push or pull
objects up an inclined plane than to lift them up.
f.	Ramp, sloping road, and playground slide are some examples of inclined
planes.
g.	Tools or objects that make our routine work easier are called simple
machines. They have few or no moving parts. Knife, screw driver,
hammer, fork, spoon, are all examples of simple machines.
h.	A wedge is a simple machine. It is used for separating two objects. It can
also split an object into two parts. A wedge is made up of two inclined
planes. These planes meet and form a sharp edge. This sharp edge helps
to push and split. Like our teeth, it can cut objects into smaller pieces.
An axe, nail, knife, and even a pair of knitting needles are examples of
wedges. The blades of a pair of scissors act as paired wedges.
3. a.	A stapler is a second class lever because the load is in the middle, the
fulcrum is at one end, and the effort is at the other end.
b.	a knife is a third class lever; the fulcrum is in the hand, the object which
is being cut is the load, and the middle of the blade is the effort.
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c.	The tea trolley is a second class lever because the load is in the middle,
the fulcrum is at one end, and the effort is at the other end.
d. The swing is a third class lever because the effort is in the centre.
e. The see-saw is a first class lever because the fulcrum is in the middle.
4. Fill in the blanks.
a. machines
d. inclined plane

b. pivot or fulcrum
e. two

c. end

5. State whether the following are true or false.
a. false
d. false

b. true
e. true

c. true

Unit 9
1. a. Luminous objects and non-luminous objects
Luminous objects
produce their own light, such as
the Sun
		

Non-luminous objects
do not produce their own light; can
be seen by reflected light, such as
the Moon

b. Transparent objects and opaque objects
Transparent objects
allow light rays to pass through
		 them; example is clear glass

Opaque objects
do not allow light rays to pass
through them; example is wood

2.

1
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3. a.	The Moon appears to change its shape due to its movement around the
Earth and the direction of the sunlight falling on it.
b. The experiment in the textbook can be given.
c.	The scientific concept that is the basis for the pinhole camera is that light
travels in straight lines.
4. Check the diagrams drawn by children.
5. a. luminous
d. angle, direction

b. translucent
e. rotation

c.

straight line

6. a. false
d. true

b. false
e. false

c. true

Unit 10
1. a.	electricity: Electricity is a form of energy produced by the movement of
electrons.
b. current: The flow of electrons in a conductor is known as electric current.
2. a.	Electricity in the form of the disturbance of electrons is called static
electricity. Static electricity is the buildup of an electrical charge due to
the contact of two objects.
b.	A fuse is a thin piece of wire designed to carry a fixed amount of current.
It is placed between the source of electricity and the appliance. If more
than the fixed amount of current passes through this thin wire, it gets hot
and melts. When the wire melts, it breaks the circuit. Thus no current can
pass through it and as a result the appliance stops working.
c.	Lightning is static electricity. Clouds rub against each other and cause
electrons to move from one cloud to another. During this process the air
between the clouds heats up. If the movement is very fast, the air
between the clouds gets very hot and begins to glow. This is a spark.
When it is very big it is called lightning.
3. a. atoms
d. negative; positive
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b. nucleus
e. protons

c. electron

Answers
4. a. false
d. true

b. false
e. true

c. false

Unit 11
1. a. magma: Magma is molten rock that exists below the surface of the Earth.
b. core: The innermost hottest part of the Earth is called its core.
2. a.	The area around a magnet where its magnetic force can be felt is called
the magnetic field.
b.	A magnetic compass is an instrument that is used to find directions. It
consists of a thin magnetic needle in a circular metal box with a glass
top. Due to the magnetic field of the Earth, the needle always points
towards the north.
c.	An electromagnet is a magnet that runs on electricity. This magnet is
made by passing an electric current through steel or nickel. Once the
current is switched off temporary magnet loses its magnetism.
		Electromagnets are used to separate metals from junk and scrap
materials.
d.	An electromagnet can be made stronger by increasing the voltage of the
current passing through it.
e.	The centre of the Earth is composed of molten or liquid iron and other
metals at extremely hot temperatures. The magma or molten material is
constantly moving in the Earth’s core or centre. This creates a magnetic
field, thus making the Earth act like a big magnet. The Earth has two
poles, one is the North Pole and the other is the South Pole.
3. (Students can write any three of the following.)
	Magnets are used in: hospitals, car doors, computers, blenders, CD players,
washing machines, fax machines, loud speakers, credit cards, televisions,
fridge doors, toys, and in many other devices.
4. a. ii

b. iii

c. i

5. a. iron, steel, nickel, cobalt (any three of the items)
b. decreases / increases
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c. north; south
d. magnets
e. temporary
6. a. true
d. false

b. false
e. true

c. true

Unit 12
1.	The topmost layer of the surface of the land is soil. Most of the living
organisms depend directly or indirectly on soil. It provides food and shelter
for many animals. Plants grow in soil. It supports the roots and provides
nourishment to the plant. Many living organisms like fungi and bacteria live
in the soil. Insects like ants and snails also live in it.
2. a. There are three layers of soil: topsoil, sub soil, and bedrock.
b.	The topmost layer of soil called topsoil is best suited for growing plants
because it contains dead plant and animal matter called humus. The
plants get nutrients from dead plant and animal matter and other
chemicals present in the topsoil.
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c. The differences between sand, clay, and loam are as follows:
Sand
This soil is made up of
large, loose grains.

Clay
This soil has the
smallest grains.

Loam
This soil has small,
moist, dark-coloured
grains.

It becomes sticky when
It is not as sticky as
water is added to it.
There is space between
clay.
It becomes hard when
the grains: thus water
Loam is a mixture of
it is dry.
can drain through it
sand, clay, and dead
quickly and easily.
Water does not drain
plant matter.
through it easily.
Sand is dry and the
It also contains animal
grains do not stick
Wet clay can be
matter.
together.
shaped into different
objects. These maintain Loam absorbs water
their shape after drying. quickly and dries out
fast.
It has a rough texture.

It cannot be shaped
into different objects
because the particles
are not sticky.
d.	Decomposers, such as bacteria, fungi, and earthworms feed on the dead
matter. They break it down into nutrients such as nitrogen, carbon, and
phosphorous. These nutrients are important for the growth of plants. Soil
also gives the plants a firm and stable ground to grow in.
3. a. soil
d. clay

b. animals, plants
e. nutrients

c. bedrock

4. a. true
d. false

b. true
e. true

c. false

Unit 13
1.	A star is a big ball of hot gases. It gives off both heat and light. This is due
to the chemical reactions that take place inside the star. These chemical
reactions are called nuclear fusion. A planet is a large body in space. It
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revolves around a star. It follows a fixed path, called the orbit. It also rotates
on its axis at the same time. A planet does not produce its own light. It reflects
the light of the star around which it revolves.
2. a.	Solar means of the Sun. Our Solar System is made up of eight planets
and their moons. They orbit the Sun. There are also dwarf planets,
comets, asteroids, and other bodies. These are part of the solar system
too.
b.	Names of the planets of the Solar System in the correct order, starting
from the Sun.
		
		
		

1. Mercury
4. Mars
7. Uranus

2. Venus
5. Jupiter
8. Neptune

3. Earth
6. Saturn

c.	Our home planet, Earth, is the only planet to have life on it. It is because
this planet is at the right distance from the Sun to support life. This means
it has an appropriate temperature for living things to survive. The second
reason for life on Earth is that it has an atmosphere made up of life
supporting gases like oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide, etc. The third
reason is the presence of water which is an essential need of living
things.
d.	Although it is not the closest to the Sun, Venus is the hottest of all planets
of the Solar System. It is because the atmosphere of Venus consists
mainly of carbon dioxide gas. It is covered with thick clouds of sulphuric
acid. Thus the Sun’s heat is trapped and is not allowed to escape. This
makes the Venus the hottest planet of all.
e.	Mars is known as the red planet. This is because its surface is covered
with iron oxide which is red.
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f.

Complete the following table.
Planet

Distance from the Sun

Number of moons

1.

Mercury

69.8 million km

no moon

2.

Venus

108.2 million km

no moon

3.

Earth

150 million km

1

4.

Mars

228 million km

2

5.

Jupiter

778.3 million km

63

6.

Saturn

1.429 billion km

53

7.

Uranus

2.871 billion km

27

8.

Neptune

4.501 billion km

13

3. a. largest
d. 53

b. small planet, Sun
e. rings

c. fourth

4. a. false
d. false

b. true
e. true

c. false
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